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PREFACE  

The treatise “Dravya Sangraha” was composed by Acharya 

Nemichandra Siddhant Chakravati, who lived in Southern India 

around 1000. AD.  He is called Siddhant Chakravarti because like 

a Chakravarti (Universal Monarch) who has conquered the entire 

world, Nemichandra had mastered all the areas of the knowledge 

of sacred scriptures and therefore was called the paramount lord of 

those versed in siddhants. He was the primary inspiration to 

minister Chamuda Raya behind the erection and anointment of 

majestic, monolithic statue of Lord Bahubali; that stands today 

with grace and grandness in the present state of Karnataka, at holy 

pilgrimage site of Shravanbelgola. He is also author of other well 

known works on Jainism which are: 

1. Gommatasära also known as Pancha Sangraha (The exposition 

of five entities). These are: Bandha (bondage), Badhyamäna (that 

which is bound), Bandhasvämi (that which binds), Bandhya-hetu 

(the cause of bondage) and, Bandha-bhed (the verities of bondage).   

2. Labdhisära which deals with attainments of those things which 

lead to perfect conduct. There are five kinds of attainments: 

Ksäyopasamaika, vishuddhi, deshanä, präyogya and karana. The 

first four kinds of attainments appear to all the individuals, worthy 

and unworthy, while the fifth one appears only to the worthy 

individual who is advanced towards perfect conduct. 

3. Ksapanasära which deals with means by which the passions are 

destroyed. And. 

4. Trilokasära which contains description of the Jaina Universe. 

The text of the “Dravya Sangraha” is made up of 58 verses written 

in Prakrit. It is divided into 3 parts. The first part has 27 verses (1-

27). It deals with six substances (cheha dravya). Second part has 

11 verses (28-39) dealing with reality, the seven/nine truths (säta 

tatva). The third part has 17 verses (40-57), dealing with the path 

of liberation along with the description of characteristics of Jaina 

Holy Pentad (Pancha Parmesthi). 

The path of liberation is described from both conventional and 

realistic stand point. Right faith, right knowledge and right conduct 

which are essential to attain liberation along with the importance of 

meditation (dhyäna) are discussed in the last part. 



 
 

Nemichandra Muni has followed the tradition of Shree Kund 

Kundacharya the author of Samaysära, Niyamasära, 

Panchästikayasära and Pravachansära as well as Uma swami the 

author of Tattvartha Sutra, the Jaina bible. As Dravya Sangraha 

gives synopsis of Jaina metaphysics many people call it mini 

Panchastikäya and or mini Tattvartha Sutra. 

I undertook translation of “Dravya Sangraha” in English titled 

“Synopsis of Jaina Metaphysics” with the hopes that young people 

living abroad can read and try to understand the Jaina philosophy, 

and try to follow the Jain way of life to best of their ability. I have 

included the original verses in Prakrit and Sanskrit with 

transliteration in English followed by as accurate as possible 

meanings and as clear as possible commentary of the verses.  It 

will be a good source of advanced knowledge of Jaina religion for 

those with basic foundation. It can be used as a text book for senior 

level in Jaina Pathashala.  

I am very thankful to Elizabeth M. Janik who helped to prepare 

this manuscript for printing.  

I am very grateful to my friends for offering many valuable 

suggestions and comments. 

If unknowingly I have misinterpreted the meanings of any verses, I 

ask for forgiveness from the readers. Micchämi Dukkadam. 

 

Rati Dodhia 

12 Mitris Blvd. 

Lincoln, RI 02865 USA 
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PART I 

Living and Nonliving 

Substance 










 
 

 

 

Introduction 

 

1.  Benediction 







Manglächarana 

jivamjivam davvam jinavarsahen jen nidittham, 

devindavindavandam vande tam savvadä sirasä. 1 

jivamjivam dravyam jinavarvrishabhen yen nirdishtam, 

devendravrindavandyam vande tam sarvadä shirsä. 1 
 
Meaning: 

I (Nemichandra Siddhäntidev) always pay my respect with head 

bowed down to that eminent conqueror (jinavar) Lord 

Rshabhadev, who is worshipped by the host of supreme rulers 

(devendra) and has described living (jiva) and non-living (ajiva) 

substances.  
 
Explanation: 

It is an ancient tradition among the Jain authors to offer a prayer 

before starting to write religious composition. This is done to 

create an auspicious atmosphere so that the writing of the text will 

proceed without any obstacles. And the text written will become 

powerful to propagate the religion and be beneficent towards the 

path of spiritual prosperity. 

Following the ancient tradition the author begins the composition 

by invoking a prayer to Lord Rshabhadev and by doing so he pays 
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respect to all the pathfinders. Lord Rshabhadev is the first 

Tirthankar of our time. Jinas are the conquerors of inner enemies 

which are delusion (moha) attachment (räga) and aversion 

(dwesha) and they have achieved the omniscience (kevali). The 

eminent conquerors are the peaceful pathfinders (Tirthankaras). 

The Tirthankaras are worshipped by hosts of supreme rulers, chief 

among supreme rulers of heavens (Devendras).  

Lord Rshabhadev has said Universe is made of substances 

(dravya) which he has broadly classified into two categories: 

a. Living (Jiva) and  

b. Non living (Ajiva). 

Living being is a sentient (chetanä) substance. It has life and 

possesses four qualities; infinite perception (darshana), knowledge 

(jnäna), bliss (sukha) and energy (virya). Living beings include 

human beings, heavenly beings, sub humans (animals, birds, 

insects, and microscopic life, plant, earth, air and fire bodies) and 

infernal beings (helicons). 

Non Living substance does not possess any of the above qualities. 

There are five different types of non living substances: 

a. Matter (pudgala),  

b. Medium of motion (dharma),  

c. Medium of rest (adharma),  

d. Space (äkäsha) and  

e. Time (käla). 



bhavanälaya chälisä, vintardeväna honti batisä; 

kappämara chaubisa, chando suro naro tiriyo. 

He is worshipped by one hundred supreme rulers. These are 98 

supreme rulers of heavenly gods which include 40 of mansion 

dwellers (bhavanväsi deväs), 32 of forest dwellers (vyantar deväs), 

24 of empyrean gods (kalpaväsi deväs), 2 of luminous gods 

(jyotishka deväs), 1sun and 1 moon, 1 universal monarch of human 

beings (chakravarti) and 1 lion, king of animals (tiryancha).  
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According to Jaina scriptures the heavenly gods are of four types:  

i. Mansion dwellers: The mansion dwellers inhabit the upper area 

of the first hell and parts of Videha continents and Mount 

Mänushottara.    

ii. Forest dwellers: The forest dwellers live in upper part of first 

hell and vacant places, caves, mountains, forests of middle region 

(madhyaloka). 

iii. Luminous gods: The luminous gods live in the skies of the 

middle region (the suns, moons, planets constellations and 

scattered stars). And  

iv. Empyrean gods: The empyrean gods live in upper region 

(urdhavaloka) of Universe.  
 
Comment: 

Tirthankaras are the establishers of fourfold order (tirtha) of Jaina 

society which is order of monks, nuns, lay men and lay women. 

 



 

 

 

LIVING SUBSTANCE 


Jiva adhikär 

 

2. The Nine Distinctive Characteristics of Living Substance 







Jivadravya ke nau adhikär 

jivo uvaogamao amutti kattä sadehaparimäno, 

bhottä  sansärattho siddho so vissasoddhgai. 2 

jivaha upayogmayaha amurtiha kartä svadehaparinämaha, 

bhoktä sansärsthaha siddhaha saha visrasä urdhvagatihi. 2 
 
Meaning: 

The living substance has vitality (jivo), it has sentient 

(uvaogamao), it is formless (amutti), doer (katta), co-extensive 

(sadehaparimäno), enjoyer of karmic fruitions (bhotta), worldly 

existence (sansärattho), power to attain emancipation (siddho) and 

power to rise upwards (uddhagai).  
 
Explanation: 

The living entity can be described having nine distinctive 

characteristics. These nine characteristics are: vitality, sentience, 

formlessness, doer, ability of co-extensiveness, enjoyer, worldly 

existence, power to attain emancipation and power to rise upwards. 

These nine distinctive characteristics help in understanding the 

living substance with more precision and clarity. 
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Comment: 
Before we begin the further discussion on the verses, I would like 

to discuss about the word “naya” used in many verses of this 

composition.  

Whenever the author has used ‘naya’ in a verse he describes the 

entities from conventional, particular or practical stand point 

(vyavahära naya) and definitive or transcendental (nishchaya 

naya) stand point. 

Naya according to Jaina scriptures is partial or philosophical stand 

point. It helps in determining one of the many characters of an 

object free from any inconsistencies.  It is impossible for an 

ordinary person to know the whole truth because of limitation in 

his knowledge.  He can resolve and comprehend only a part of a 

thing which is partially true from that particular aspect. This is well 

demonstrated in parable of elephant and seven blind men each of 

whom mistook a limb for the whole elephant. 

In religious discourses, things are often described from both 

practical stand point and from definitive stand point. This is 

helpful for better understanding and further exploration of 

philosophical subjects. The practical stand point (vyavahära naya) 

is based on empirical knowledge or experience. It is an ordinary or 

common sense point of view. A thing described from its absolute 

or pure nature is termed as definitive stand point (nishchaya naya). 

This is an attempt of accurately describing the realities.  

It is not always easy to understand a real nature of an entity in 

philosophical or religious discussions. This is when the 

conventional wisdom becomes handy. An entity described from its 

various aspects will help understand it in entirety, thus establishing 

the base for definitive stand point.   

However it is very important to understand that following 

conventional wisdom only, leads to worldly existence. To achieve 

ultimate liberation, one has to disengage from conventional 

wisdom and resort to definitive or transcendental stand point 

(nishchaya naya). 
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3. Vitality 







jiva kä lakshana 

tikkäle chadupänä indiya balamäu änpäno ya, 

vavahärä so jivo nicchayanayado du chedanä jassa. 3 

trikäle chatuaha pränä indriyam balam äyu  änapränashcha, 

vyavahärät saha jivaha nishchayanayataha tu chetnä yasya. 3 
 
Meaning: 

The living substance from conventional stand point in all three, 

past, present and future times, possesses senses (indriya) , force 

(bal) , life span (äyu) and respiration (änpäo), the four vitalities 

and from definitive stand point the one which has consciousness 

(chetanä) is the living being. 
 
Explanation: 

There are four principle vitalities; senses, forces, life span and 

respiration. The senses are further classified into five types: touch, 

taste, smell, sight and hearing. There are three types of forces, the 

mental, speech and physical. Therefore there are 10 vitalities in all. 

Vitalities are the necessary functions essential for animated life 

(worldly existence). 

From conventional stand point the number of vitalities in living 

being is as follows: 

One sensed living being has 4 vitalities, which are touch sense, 

body force, life span and respiration.  

Two sensed living being has 6, touch and taste senses, body and 

speech forces, life span and respiration.  
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Three sensed living being has 7; touch, taste and smell senses, 

body and speech forces, life span and respiration.  

4 sensed living being has 8; touch, taste, smell and sight senses, 

body and speech forces, life span and respiration.  

5 sensed living beings are two types:  

Living being with intelligence or rational mind (sanding) has 10 

vitalities, touch, taste, smell sight and hearing senses, body, speech 

and mental forces or physical mind, life span and respiration. They 

have ability to remember the past and ponder about the future.  

 Non rational living being (asinine) with no mind has 9 vitalities, 

touch, taste, smell sight and hearing senses, body and speech 

forces, life span and respiration.  

The Omniscients (Arihanta) have 4 vitalities, body and speech 

forces, life span and respiration. This is because Arihanta has 

destroyed all the attachments and aversions, and has attained 

passionless state; therefore presence or absence of senses does not 

matter. The Liberated beings (Siddha) from conventional stand 

point have no vitalities but from definitive stand point they possess 

conscious (chetanä). 
 
4. Sentience and Its Types 







Upayog ke bhed 

uvaogo duviyappo dansnanänam cha dansanam chadudhä, 

chakhu achakhu ohi dansanamadh kevalam neyam. 4 

upayogah dvivikalpah darshanam gyanam cha darshanam 

chaturddhä, 
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chakshuha achakshuha  avdhiha darshanam atha kevalam gneyam. 

4 
 
Meaning: 

Sentience means consciousness. It is of two types, perception 

(darshana upayog) and knowledge (jnäna upayog). Perceptions are 

of four kinds; sight, non sight, clairvoyance and omniscience 
 
Explanation: 

The word upayog is made up of ‘upa+yog’. ‘Up’ means near or 

intimate and ‘yog’ means relationship hence the things which are 

intimate part of a soul are called ‘upayog’. As the perception and 

knowledge are intimate part of the soul they are called upayog. 

Perception sentience is defined as the observation of an object by a 

soul without any distinguishing or differentiating characteristics 

while knowledge sentience is defined as recognition of the 

distinguishing or differentiating characteristics of an object. 

The Perception sentience is further classified as: 

1. Sight Perception (chakshu darshana): Recognition of general 

nature of an object with the help of eye sight is called sight 

perception.   

2. Non-sight Perception (achakshu darshana): Recognition of an 

object with the help of senses (touch, taste, smell and sound) other 

than sight is called non sight perception.  

3. Clairvoyant Perception (avadhi darshana): Direct recognition of 

an object just before the acquisition of clairvoyant knowledge is 

called clairvoyant perception and.  

4. Omniscient Perception (keval darshana): Simultaneous 

recognition of an object along with the acquisition of omniscient 

knowledge is called omniscient perception.  

There is no corresponding scriptural or the telepathic perceptions 

like scriptural and telepathic knowledge because both these kinds 

of knowledge are obtained through sense organs like sensory 

knowledge (matijnäna). 

The sight, non sight and clairvoyant perceptions are acquired by 

partial suppression and destruction of perception obstructing 
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(darshana varaniya) karma, while omniscient perception is 

acquired by complete destruction of the karma. 

The sight and non sight perceptions are acquired during 1 to 12 

stages of spiritual development. The clairvoyant perception from 

4-12 stages and omniscient perception in active, inactive 

omniscient and in liberated soul. 

5. Knowledge Sentience and Types 







Jnänopayog ke bhed 

nänam atthviyappam madisudaohi anänanänäni, 

manpajjayakevalamavi pacchakkhaparokkhabheyam cha. 5 

jnänam ashtavikalpam matishrutävadhayaha ajnänajnänäni, 

manaha paryayah kevalam api pratyakshaparokshabhedam cha. 5 
 
Meaning: 

Knowledge sentience is of eight types. It can be right knowledge 

(jnäna) or wrong knowledge (ajnäna) sensory, scriptural, 

clairvoyance and telepathic and omniscience. On the basis of direct 

and indirect knowledge is of two types. 
 
Explanation: 

Knowledge sentience on the basis of wrong and right is of eight 

kinds; false sensory, scriptural and clairvoyance and right sensory, 

scriptural, clairvoyance, telepathic and omniscience. The 

knowledge can be acquired either directly or indirectly. 

Wrong knowledge: The wrong knowledge may be ignorance 

(ajnäna), false knowledge (mithyäjnäna) or perverted knowledge 

(kujnäna).  
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When a person has no knowledge of reality it is called ignorance. 

When a person is unable to decide the real truth that is false 

knowledge and when a person believes in views contrary to Jain 

Principles that is perverted knowledge. The wrong knowledge as 

mentioned above is of three kinds: sensory, scriptural and 

clairvoyance. 

The five kinds of right knowledge 

1. Sensory or Mind Knowledge (matijnäna) is acquired through the 

help of five senses by one’s own effort. There are four stages of 

sensory knowledge.  

  These are:  

  a. Avagraha, which means general knowledge of an object.  

  b. Ihä means desire to know the particular of the object.  

  c. Aväya, ascertainments of these particulars.  

  d. Dharanä, which consists of lasting impressions of these 

particulars. 

2. Scriptural or testimonial Knowledge (shrut jnäna) is acquired 

through instructions and reasoning.  

3. Clairvoyance (avadhijnäna) is type of knowledge by which a 

person is able to know about the things which are beyond the range 

of sensory organs.   

4. Telepathic (manoparyäya jnäna) is type of knowledge by which 

a person is able to read the mind of other people. It is power of 

extra sensory perception. 

5. Omniscience (keval jnäna) or Absolute knowledge is 

simultaneous knowledge of past, present and future events of entire 

Universe.  

Indirect knowledge (paroksha): The knowledge obtained through 

the help of external agencies. The sensory and the scriptural 

knowledge are indirect type of knowledge. 

Direct Knowledge (pratyeksha): The knowledge acquired without 

the help of external agencies. It is manifested from within, from 

soul itself and it is self revealing. The clairvoyance and the 

telepathic are examples of limited or incomplete (vikal) direct 

knowledge and the Omniscience is example of unlimited or 

complete (sakal) direct knowledge. 
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The knowledge becomes right knowledge (samyak jnäna) only 

after a person has acquired the right faith (samayak darshana); 

otherwise it remains as wrong knowledge. 
 
6. Attributes of a Living Being from Philosophical Standpoints 







Nayon ki apekshä se jiva kä lakshana 

attha chadunäna dasanam sämannam jivalakkhanam bhaniyam, 

vavahära sudhanayä sudham pun dasanam nänam . 6 

ashta chaturjnänadarshane sämänyam jivlakshanam bhanitam, 

vyavahärat shudhnayät shudham punaha darshanam jnänam. 6 
 
Meaning: 

From conventional stand point the eight types of knowledge and 

four types of perceptions are said to be common attributes of a 

living being, while from pure definitive stand point (shudh 

nishchayanaya) the pure perception and knowledge are said to be 

the attributes of a living being. 
 
Explanation: 

The attributes described from definitive stand point are innate 

nature of a substance free from any relation to a foreign substance, 

for example, omniscient perception and knowledge are innate 

nature of a soul. 
 
7.  Formlessness 
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Amurtatva adhikär 

vanna rasa panch gandhä do fäsä attha nicchayä jive, 

no santi amutti tado vavahärä mutti  bandhado. 7 

varnähä rasähä panch gandhau dvau sparshähä ashtau nischyät 

jive, 

no santi amurtihi tataha vyavahärät murti bandhataha. 7 
 
Meaning: 

From definitive stand point the living being does not have five 

kinds of color or taste, two kinds of smell or eight types of touch, 

therefore a soul is formless but  a soul with karmic bondage from 

conventional stand point has a form. 
 
Explanation: 

A worldly living being from conventional stand point has a form 

because from eternity the soul is bonded with the material karmas, 

which are matter (pudgala) and matter has a form. Because it is 

closely related to the material karma the formless worldly soul is 

also known as formed. 

A matter has property of being tangible that is discerned by touch 

(spursh), has color (varna), taste (rasa) and smell (gandha).  

There are eight kinds of touch; cold, warm or hot, soft, hard, 

heavy, light, smooth and rough; five kinds of taste; hot, bitter, 

rusty, sour, and sweet; two kinds of smell, pleasant and foul and 

five kinds of color, black, green, red, yellow and white. 

Since no one can touch, taste or see the soul and since it does not 

have any color or smell, the soul is formless. But a fruit, a non 

living matter, for example can be touched has taste, smell and 

color. A matter has a form. 
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8. The Doer 







Kartä adhikär 

puggalakammädina kattä vavahärado du nicchayado, 

chedanakammänädä sudhanayä sudhabhävänam. 8 

pudgalakarmädinäm kartä vyavahäratah tu nishchayataha, 

chetanakarmanäm ätmä shudhanayät sudhabhävänäm. 8 
 
Meaning: 

From conventional stand point the living being creates material 

karmas. From impure definitive stand point (ashudh 

nishchayanaya), it is creator of psychic karmas like 

attachment/aversion etc. passions, and from pure definitive stand 

point (shudh nishchayanaya) it is creator of the pure innate nature. 
 
Explanation: 

Material karmas are eight types of karmas and six types of quasi 

karmas (no-karma). The eight types of karmas are: perception 

obscuring, knowledge obscuring, energy restrictor, the deluding, 

name determinant, age determinant, class determinant and feeling 

producing.  

The six types of quasi material karmas are: food (ähär), body 

(sharir), senses (indrya), respiration (swäsochchhwäsa), speech 

(bhäshä) and mind (mäna). These quasi karmic material 

aggregates have power (paryäpti) to convert into respective 

entities. The passions and the quasi passions (no-kasäya) which are 

the alienated natures are the cause of psychic karmas (bhäva 

karma).  From conventional stand point the soul is the creator of 

the material karmas (dravya karma). However in reality the matter 
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is the primary or principle cause (upädän karan) and the soul is the 

instrumental cause (nimmitta karan). 

While acquiring a worldly life the soul needs special powers to 

maintain and sustain the life. This power is obtained from matters 

in form of various forces which is called paryäpti.  

Bonded soul is doer of good or bad psychic activities while a free 

soul is doer of its pure innate nature.  
 
9. Enjoyer 







Bhoktä adhikär
vavahärä suhadukkham puggalakammaffalam pabhumjedi, 

ädä nicchayanayado chedanabhävam khu ädassa. 9 

vyavahärät sukh dukham pudgalakarmafalam prabhuangkte, 

ätmä nishchayanayataha chetanabhävam khalu ätmanaha. 9 
 
Meaning: 

Soul from convention stand point endures the fruition of happiness, 

misery, good and bad effects of karmas. From definitive stand 

point it enjoys the effects of pure perception and knowledge only. 
 
Explanation: 

The feeling of happiness felt by a worldly being is due to rise of 

good dormant karmas and feeling of unhappiness is due to rise of 

bad dormant karmas. These are the alienated, acquired or unnatural 

qualities (vibhäva).  

Noble soul (parmätman) of arihants, ordinary omniscients (kevalis) 

and the siddhas possess four infinite qualities which are perception, 

knowledge, bliss and energy. These are the inherent qualities of a 

soul (svabhäva), the inherent purity of the soul (shudh bhäva). 
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Comment: 

It is very important to understand that from definitive stand point 

one substance is unable to perform any activity of another 

substance. 
 
10. Ability of Co-extensiveness 







Svadeha parimäna adhikär 

agurudehapamäno uvasanhärappado chedä, 

asamuhado vavahärä nichchayanayado asankhadeso vä. 10 

anugurudehapramänaha upasanhäraprasarapäbhiyäm chidätmä, 

asamudghätät vyavahärät nishchayanayataha asankhyadeshaha vä.  

10 
 
Meaning: 

Soul from conventional standpoint, aside from ability of pervasion 

 (samudghät), due to contraction and extension is able to occupy a 

small or a large body.  From definitive standpoint it has infinite 

number of space units.  
 
Explanation: 

From conventional standpoint the soul has ability to contract and 

expand which enables it to assume exact size and shape of a small 

or a large body it has to occupy. From definitive standpoint it is 

made of infinite number of space units. 

The emanation of space units of a soul from body without 

discarding the body it is occupying is called power of pervasion 

(samudghät). 
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There are seven categories of power of pervasion: 

i. Vedanä Samudghät: The emanation of spatial units from the 

body when soul is afflicted by severe pain. 
 
ii. Kasäya Samudghät: The emanation of spatial units from the 

body when soul is afflicted by intense passions. 

In vedanä and kasäya samudghät, the maximum emanation which 

can take place is three times the size of the body. 
 
iv. Vaikriyak Samudghät: The supernatural power of the soul of 

heavenly beings, infernal and ascetics by which it can change size, 

shape and weight of the body it is occupying, travel any distance, 

walk at will, exert power or subdue, so on and so forth.  
 
v. Märanäntik Samudghät: The emanation of spatial units from 

the body just before the time of the death to establish the contact 

with the next transmigration it is going to have. 
 
vi. Taijasa Samudghät: A special white colored human shaped 

body emanates from the right shoulder of an accomplished ascetic 

by which he is able to destroy any calamities which befalls on the 

earth. This is auspicious fiery emanation (shubha taijasa 

samudghät). And when the ascetics see harmful evil things there is 

intense anger produced in their heart which enables them to 

emanate a special red colored cat shaped body which destroys the 

evil things. This is an inauspicious fiery emanation (ashubh 

samudghät). 
 
vii. Ähäraka Samudghät: This is also a supernatural power 

present in an accomplished ascetic who has reached the sixth 

spiritual level and needs to reach an omniscient or religious path 

founder when in doubt to seek the answer. A special white colored 

human shaped body of a size of a hand emanates from the forehead 

of the accomplished ascetic. 
 
viii. Kevali Samudghät: It is a universal law that the soul must 

experience in full the fruits of all karmas. When feeling producing 

(vedaniya) karma has a longer duration than the life span (äyu) 

karma, to equalize the duration of both the karmas the space units 

of a soul of an omniscient emanates outside the body and occupies 
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the entire Universe space. This equalization process takes place 

just a moment before the final liberation in eight sequential steps. 

The space units first expand vertically (danda), the second 

expansion takes place along the width (kapät), third expansion 

along the depth (pratar) and in the fourth expansion the space units 

fill up entire Universe space (loka puran), destroying all the 

karmas. Soul then returns to its original size in four more steps.  

Even though soul has infinite number of space units. It is one 

whole substance and therefore it is indivisible and indestructible.  
 
11.  Worldly Existence 







Sansär adhikär 

pudhavijalateuaväu vanaffadi vivihathävareindi, 

vigatigachadupanchakkhä tasajivä honti sankhädi. 11 

prithvijalatejoväyuvanaspatayaha vividhasthävareikendriyähä, 

dvikatrikachatuhu panch35akshähä trasjivähä bhavanti 

shankhädayähä. 11 
 
Meaning: 

The earth, water, fire, air and plant bodies are various kinds of one 

sense immobile living beings. The conches so on and so forth are 

two, three, four and five sense mobile living beings. 
 
 
Explanation: 

A living being is classified as a free or liberated (siddha) soul and 

a formed embodied soul, a worldly living being. The embodied 

souls are two kinds, immobile (sthävar) and mobile (trus). 
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Immobile living beings are one sense (ekeindriya) and do not have 

spontaneous movements. These are five types:  

Dirt, stones etc, are earth bodies (prithvikäyas), water, dew; ice etc. 

are water bodies (apakäya), light, fire, candle, torch etc. are, fire 

bodies (teukäya), air, small particles etc. are air bodies (väyukäya) 

and plant bodies (vanaspatikäya) which are of two kinds; fruits, 

flowers, seeds, leaves, roots, etc. are the extra ordinary plant lives 

(pratyeka) and figs and fig like fruits etc. are collective or ordinary  

plant lives (sädhärana) one entity with many lives.  

The mobile living beings have spontaneous movements and 2 to 5 

senses: 

Sea-shells etc. lives with 2 senses (beindriya), ants, termites etc. 

lives with 3 senses (teindriya), mosquitoes, spiders, etc. lives with 

4 senses (chaurindriya) and animals (elephants, horses etc.), 

human bings, heavenly beings and helicons are lives with five 

senses (panchendriya). 
 
12. Grouping of Living Beings 







Chaudaha Jivasamäs
samanä amanä neyä panchendiya nimmanä pare savve, 

bädarsuhameindi savve pajjat idarä ya. 12 

samanaskähä amanskähä jneyähä panchendriyähä nirmanaskähä 

pare sarve, 

bädarasukshmeikeindriyähä sarve paryätähä itre cha. 12 
 
Meaning: 

The five sense living beings can be rational or non-rational. The 

rest are all non-rational. The earth, water, fire and air one sense 
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living beings can be gross or subtle while plant lives are gross 

only. All living beings are either mature or immaturely developed.  
 
Explanation: 

Living being with one sense can have either gross or subtle bodies. 

The living being with gross bodies are capable of obstructing the 

other substances and also can be obstructed by others and collide 

against each other. The living beings with subtle bodies can neither 

obstruct nor be obstructed by others. They do not collide and are 

penetrable. The gross living beings are found only in limited places 

while the subtle lives are found all over. 

The living beings with two, three and four senses are also known 

as incomplete (vikal indriya jiva) because they do not have all the 

five senses, while the living being with five senses are known as 

complete (sakal indriya jiva ) as they possess all the five senses. 

There are 14 different types and sub-types of worldly living 

beings: Two types (gross and subtle) of one sense, three types with 

incomplete (2, 3, & 4) senses and two types (with rational & 

without rational mind) five senses and in each type there are some 

with mature (pariyäpti) and some with immature (apariyäpti) 

bodies. Seven with mature and seven with immature bodies make 

14 different classes. This special compilation of classifying all the 

types and sub-types of all the worldly living beings is known as 

jiva samäsa (grouping).  
 
The mature and immature bodies: There are six kinds of 

maturation: i. Alimentary or nutritional (ähär), ii. Bodily (sharir), 

iii. Sense (indriya), iv. Respiratory (swäsochchhwäsa), v. Speech 

(bhäshä) and vi. Mind (mäna). Maturation means completion of 

the constitution of these six factors through which the soul builds 

its body. The alimentary maturation involves attraction of suitable 

material particles for constructing body, senses, respiration, speech 

and mind. Bodily and the rest are the transformation of attracted 

particles into the bodies, senses of touch; taste and so on, 

respiratory system, speech organs and physical mind respectively.  

The maturations are progressive in nature taking place in 

sequential order beginning from the alimental to the last mind 

maturation. 
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In summary the maturation process can be compared to building a 

house. The alimental maturation is the collection or assimilation of 

building material, the bodily maturation is the building a 

framework. The maturation of the senses, respiration, and speech 

are the construction of the entrances and exits. The maturation of 

rational mind is proper arrangement and use of the various rooms 

etc. 

The living being who are able to complete the process of 

maturation and have all the necessary powers to sustain the life are 

called pariyäptaka jivas. And those living beings who are unable 

to complete the maturation process are called apariyäptaka jivas 

and they have extremely very short life span (1/18
th

 part of a 

respiratory cycle).  

Only first four kinds of maturations make 1 sense mature living 

being; only first five make 2-4 sense mature living beings but all 

six are necessary for 5 sense mature living being. 

Liberated soul (siddha) since it is not a mundane but a free soul 

without any karmic bonds is not the part of the grouping (jiva 

samäsa). 
 
13. The Classification of Living Beings on the Basis of 14 

Pathways of Investigation and Stages of Spiritual Development 







Marganä va gunasthäna apekshä jiva ke bhed 

magganagunathänehi ya chaudasahin havanti taha asudhanayä, 

vinneyä sansäri savve sudhä hu sudhanayä. 13 

märganägunasthäneiha chaturdashabhihi bhavanti tathä 

ashudhanayät, 
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vigneyähä sansarinaha sarve shudhähä khalu shudhanayät. 13 
 
Meaning: 

From the conventional standpoint all the worldly living beings on 

the basis of pathways of investigation (märganä) and stages of 

spiritual development (gunasthäna) are of 14 types. But from pure 

definitive standpoint they all have pure consciousness.  
 
Explanation: 

A. Investigational Pathways (märganä) 

On the basis of investigation or exploration, the worldly living 

beings are classified in 14 different pathways:  
 
1. Destinity (gati märganä): The types of birth predetermined for 

a transmigrating soul are called destinity. Which are four; human, 

celestial, subhuman and infernal beings.  
 
2. Sense (indriya märganä): The senses are the faculties by which 

a worldly soul is able to perceive or understand external objects. 

These are five; touch, taste, smell, hearing and sight. 
 
3. Mobility (käya märganä): These are classified into two types; 

immobile living and mobile living beings. Immobile living beings 

are further sub classified into earth, water, air, fire, plant bodies.  
 
4. Psychophysical activity (yoga märganä): There are many 

meanings of word yoga. It means meditation or union however in 

Jaina philosophy the word is used to define activities of mind, 

speech and body.  

The mind activities (manoyoga) are four kinds: Due to i. True 

(satya), ii. False (asatya), iii. Mixed (ubhaya) and iv. Fictitious 

(anubhaya) occurrences.  

The speech activities (vachan yoga) are also four kinds same as the 

mind activities.  

The body activities (käya yoga): The vibrations created by body 

activities are called käya yoga. These are further classified on the 

basis of the type of bodies acquired by a transmigrating soul. These 

are seven types. i. Gross body (audärika käya yoga). The visible 

body of human and subhuman beings, ii. Gross mixed body 

(audärika mishra) iii. Protean body (vaikriyaka). The bodies with 
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supernatural powers of celestial, infernal beings and some humans 

and animals, iv. Protean mixed body (vaikriyaka mishra), v. 

Conveyance body (ähäraka). The special auspicious bodies of an 

ascetic who has reached stage which is free of laxity. The, vi. 

Conveyance mixed body (ähäraka mishra) and vii. Karmic body 

(karman). This body holds all the karmic particles of a soul. It is 

the seed from which all bodies are created by the soul. 

The mixed type of gross, protean and conveyance bodies are the 

immature bodies which have yet not completed their full growth. 
 
5. Genders (ved märganä): These are three types, male 

(purushaved), female (streeved) and hermaphrodite 

(napunshankaved). Mostly the genders both from standpoint of 

body and nature are same, but occasionally they can be different 

like a living being with male sex may have female or 

hermaphrodite sex tendencies. This can happen in female as well 

as hermaphrodite living beings thus further dividing into nine sub 

classifications.  
 
6.  Passions (kasäya märganä): The innate nature (svabhäva) of a 

soul is right perception, right knowledge, and infinite bliss.  

However, an embodied soul lives in a polluted environment and is 

influenced by the environment around it and acquires perverted 

and alienated dispositions (vibhäva). These dispositions or the 

emotional states are of two kinds, primary passions (kasäya) and 

secondary passions (nokasäya). 

Primary passions are two kinds (i) aversion and (ii) attachment. 

(i)  Aversion types or feelings of dislike (dwesh) and are 

subdivided into, Anger (krodh) and (b) Pride (mäna). 

(ii)  Attachment types or feelings of desire (räga) and are 

subdivided into, (a) Deceit (mäyä) and (b) Greed (lobha). 

The word kasäya is a Prakrit word and is made up of two words 

"kas" meaning mundane existence and "äye" meaning promotion.  

The definition of word kasäya therefore is that which promotes the 

mundane existence.  There are three ways by which passions and 

other perverted dispositions are aroused; by thoughts (mäna), by 

speech (vachan), and by physical actions (käya). 
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The passions can have different degrees of intensity depending 

upon the severity of the action taken, these are: 

(1) Subtle types (samjvalana): These are of extremely light 

intensity and are least harmful to the soul. They are often 

responsible for the diversion of mind during meditation. 

(2) Mild types (pratyäkhäna-varana): These passions are 

responsible for preventing a devotee to practice the strict discipline 

of an ascetic, but they cannot influence the practice of partial vows 

of a householder. A person is unable to ascend to any higher level. 

(3)  Severe types (apratyäkhäna-varana): These passions prevent 

even the practice of lesser vows of householder and the seeker 

remains in a state of uncertainty. 

(4)  Extremely severe or malignant types (anantänubandhi): These 

passions remain bound to an embodied soul for an infinite number 

of births. They are the most harmful and keep a seeker in a 

perverted or ignorant state for a very long time. 

On the basis of intensity each passion is of four types and sum total 

comes to 16 types of passions.  

To feel the harmful effects of the passions, several factors are 

essential. These are: 

(a)  A performer or an actor performing the action, which can be (i) 

own self, (ii) to get it done by others or (iii) to approve actions of 

someone else. 

(b)  Activity which can be, (i) by thoughts, (ii) by words or (iii) by 

physical actions, and 

(c)  The stage at which the activity may be, (i) in planning, (ii) in 

the act of preparation or (iii) the actual commencement of the act. 

Thus Jaina scriptures list one hundred and eight (108) kinds of 

activities which are harmful to the soul. This figure is reached by 

taking into account the four (4) different intensities, the three (3) 

actors, the three (3) kinds of activities and the three (3) stages of 

activities. The result of multiplication of these factors (4x3x3x3) is 

108. 

The secondary passions have intensity similar to the subtle type of 

passions that is they are extremely mild. Following are the sub-

types of the secondary passions: 
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(1) Laughter (häsya), (2) Pleasure (rati), (3) Displeasure (arati), 

(4) Sorrow (shoka), (5) Fear (bhaya), (6) Disgust (juguptsä), (7) 

Lust for man (purushaved), (8) Lust for women (streeved) and, (9) 

Lust for eunuch (napunshankaved). 

As the passions are one of the causes of bondage, they are 

undesirable.  Everything possible should be done to control or 

overcome them. 
 
7. Knowledge (jnäna märganä): These are eight kinds. (See verse 

#5 page 9 for details). 
 
8. Restraints (samyam märganä): These are seven kinds:  

i. Equanimity (sämäyika): To keep evenness and calmness during 

all the calamities, to show friendliness towards all the living 

beings. 

ii. Atonement cum ordination (chhedopasthäpanä): Chheda means 

to cut. It is process of demoting of a Jaina clergy on violation of 

any rules of their order and re-installing the rank after the clergy 

has repented. 

iii. Purificatory course (parihära vishudhi): To atone for and to 

abstain from violence concerned with all living beings, mobile and 

immobile. 

iv. Complete restraint with subtle greed (shukshma sämparäya): 

All types of passions are eliminated except the most subtle forms 

of greed. 

v. Perfect Conduct (yathäkhyäta chäritra): The conduct free from 

all the passions. 

vi. Partial restraint (sanyamäsanyam): Possession of right faith 

with practicing lesser five vows. There is absence of violence 

towards mobile living beings but not towards the immobile living 

beings, Thus there is presence of restraint and non restraint both. 

vii. Non Restraint (asamyam): State of vowlessness. 
 
9. Perception (darshana märganä): These are sight, non-sight, 

clairvoyance and omniscient. (See verse #4 page 7 for details). 
 
10. Psychic colorings (leshyä märganä): Actions and emotions 

produce subtle matter, which is capable of flowing into the soul 

(jiva), and impregnating it with a taint whose shades varies in 
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proportion to the wickedness of the deed. These are: i. Black, ii. 

Blue, iii. Grey, iv. Yellow, v. Pink and vi. White. 

The black, blue and grey are inauspicious and the yellow, pink and 

white are auspicious colors. The person with inauspicious colors is 

violent, liar, thief, jealous, hateful, fearful etc. The person with 

auspicious colors is fearless, friendly, truthful, peaceful etc.  
 
11. Worthiness (bhavyatva märganä): Qualities that make soul 

capable or incapable of liberation. 
 
12. Faith (samyaktva märganä): A settled conviction in regard to 

religion. These are six kinds. 

i. Deluded faith (mithyätva): False views. 

ii. Lingering Faith (säsvädana): The soul has lost the first taste of 

faith it had achieved but retains an after taste. 

 iii. Mixed views (samyak-mithyädrsti): It is a transition stage 

where soul has moved up from deluded view to that of right faith. 

It is combination of both false as well as right views. 

iv. Right faith due to suppression (upasham samyaktva) of the 

deluding karma (mohaniya varaniya). This includes three types of 

faith deluding (darshana mohaniya), right faith, deluded faith and 

mixed as well as four types of conduct deluding karma (chäritra 

mohaniya); these are the malignant types of passions 

(anantänubandhi). It is beginning of the spirituality.  

v. Right faith due to partial suppression and partial elimination 

(khsäyopshamik samyaktva) of above seven types of the deluding 

karma and. 

vi. Right faith due to complete elimination (kshäyik samyaktva) of 

above mentioned seven types of the deluding karma. 
 
13. Rationality (samjnitva märganä): are of two kinds, rational 

and non rational. The rational beings have both psychic and 

physical mind. The non rational beings have only psychic mind 

(bhäva mäna). The psychic mind has essential characteristic of 

knowledge.  The physical mind is brain itself (dravya mäna) and 

provides mental faculties of discrimination (between good and bad, 

beneficial and harmful), memory and attention.  And.  
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14. Nourishments (ähära märganä): Attracting the suitable 

karmic particles to form three types of bodies and six types of 

maturation is nourishment. These are two kinds, the ones who are 

capable of attracting are assimilatory type (ähäraka) and those 

incapable are non-assimilatory type (anähäraka). Jain scriptures 

describe six types of nourishment. 

i. Nokarmähära: the attraction of quasi-karma material particles. 

ii. Karmähära: attraction of karmic particles. 

iii. Kavalähära: Food in form of morsel (koliyo) which can be 

chewed. Only in humans and sub humans (tiryancha). 

iv. Mänsika ähär: The fulfillment of hunger or thirst by thinking of 

food or drink only in celestial beings. 

v. Tejähära: Nourishment of life in eggs like birds etc. 

vi. Lepyähära: Nourishment through direct contact of the body. 

Only in one sensed beings. 
 
B. Stages of Spiritual Development (gunasthäna) 

The state of a soul incidental to the intensity of the effects of 

passions and psychophysical activities is known as the stage of 

spiritual development (gunasthäna). There are 14 stages of 

spiritual development. These are: 
 
First Stage.  Perverted attitude (mithyä-drsti): This is the stage 

of impulsive life.  A person indulges in pleasure and materialistic 

gains and has no right faith.  There is no desire for salvation.  This 

is the stage of ignorance and total darkness. 
  
Second Stage.  Degraded outlook (säsvädana): This stage only 

comes into picture when an aspirant is falling back from a higher 

stage.  The ascent from the first stage is to the third stage, 

bypassing the second stage.  If the aspirant falls back to the lowest 

pit, to the first stage, he bypasses the third stage and falls into the 

second stage.  He only stays here for an instant.  The aspirant has 

indistinct awareness of the inner-self for an instant before falling 

into the pit.  This is compared to an incident of a person who 

overeats and vomits the food out, at which time he has a faint taste 

of food in the mouth. Thus this is the stage of fall from right faith 

to delusion or wrong faith. 
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Third Stage.  Mixed views (samyak-mithyädrsti): This is the 

stage of tension and uncertainty.  There is a feeling of indifference. 

It is a combination of deluded as well as enlightened right view 

with a vague vision of the goal of spiritual endeavor. 
 
Fourth Stage.  Right views (samyak-drsti): For the first time an 

aspirant is sure of his beliefs, he has awareness of the inner-self.  

He realizes that the worldly pleasures which he has been pursuing 

for all his life are the cause of unhappiness and not the true blissful 

state.  In spite of this awareness, he is unable to break away from 

them.  Duryodhan, the eldest Kaurva prince expressed this stage 

very well when he said, "I know the truth, but I cannot follow it; I 

know the falsehood, but I cannot shun it".  Though there is self-

awareness yet there is lack of restraint. This is the stage of the 

beginning of the process of purification.  Once this stage is 

reached, salvation is ensured.  This is the stage of awakening, and 

only the person who has reached this stage is a true Jaina 

householder (srävaka and srävikä). 
 
Fifth Stage.  Partial restraint (desä-virata): In this stage, an 

aspirant is able to shield off the influx of the fresh karmic particles 

by observing the lesser vows of householder. The capacity for self 

restraint begins to grow. This is the stage of partial abstinence from 

immoral acts. 
 
Sixth Stage.  Total restraint (sarva-virata): The aspirant enters 

the life of monkhood and observes the absolute vows.  There is a 

complete state of self-control present but in certain areas 

carelessness still persists.   
 
Seventh Stage.  Carefulness (apramatta-virata): With further 

austerities carelessness is eliminated.  At this stage carefulness 

may be unstable type (swasthäna apramatta) swinging between 

stage 6 and 7 or stable type (sätishya apramatta) which allows 

ascent to the eight stage. 
 
Eight Stage.  Unprecedented experience (apurva-karana): The 

soul attains unprecedented spiritual fervor with the result there is 
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beginning of suppression and or elimination of conduct deluding 

karma. 
 
Ninth Stage.  Lustrous experience (anivritti karana): There is 

progressive increase in spirituality with purer and purer 

experience. This is the stage of great internal purity. Deceit, a type 

of passion, and the three types of sexual desires are either 

suppressed or disappear.   
 
Tenth Stage.  Complete restraint with subtle greed (sukshma 

sämparäya): In this stage all passions are either suppressed or 

eliminated except the most subtle form of greed. 

During these three stages, depending upon whether the conduct 

deluding karmas are suppressed or eliminated the soul may go 

either on ladder of  suppression (upasham shreni) or on ladder of 

elimination (kshapaka shreni).  
 
Eleventh Stage.  Process of subsidence (upshänta moha): This 

stage is reached only if aspirant's spiritual progress is through 

suppression and remains in this stage only for a short time and then 

falls down.  From this stage, no one can ever climb up. 
 
Twelfth Stage.  Process of annihilation (kshina moha): If the 

progress of the aspirant is by process of annihilation then he 

reaches this stage bypassing the eleventh stage. The remaining 

subtle passions and secondary form of passions are eliminated. The 

emancipationist never falls back from this stage and liberation is 

inevitable. 
 
Thirteenth Stage.  Active omniscient (sayoga kevalin): The 

remainders of the destructive karmas are permanently shed off 

here.  Absolute or pure knowledge is achieved. 
 
Fourteenth Stage.  Inactive omniscient (ayoga kevalin): This 

stage comes just a few moments before liberation.  There is a 

complete state of inactivity.  Psycho-physical activities, the fifth 

cause of bondage, are broken. The non destructive karmas are 

eliminated in this stage. 
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14. Liberated Soul 







Jivaki siddhatva aur urdhavagamanatva avasthä 

nikammä atthgunä kinchunä charmadehado siddhä, 

loyaggthidä  nicchä uppädavayehim sanjuttä. 14 

nishkarmänaha ashtagunähä kinchidunähä charamadehataha 

siddhähä 

lokägrasthitähä nityähä utpädavyayäbhyäm samyuktähä. 14 
 
Meaning: 

The ones, who are free from knowledge obscuring etc. eight 

karmas, possess infinite faith etc. possess eight attributes and have 

body which is slightly smaller than the last body occupied, is 

eternal (dhrauvya) going through the process of origination 

(utpäda) and destruction (vyaya), live in an abode (siddha shilä) 

located on the top of the Universe, are called liberated souls 

(siddha).  
 
Explanation: 

The destruction of worldly life is vyaya, the origination of siddha 

state is utpäda and soul substance is the dhrauvya. 

Following are the eight karmas: knowledge obscuring 

(jnänävaraniya), perception obscuring (darshanävaraniya), feeling 

producing (vedaniya), the deluding (mohaniya varaniya), age 

determinant (äyu), name determinant (näma), class determinant 

(gotra) and energy restrictor (virya antaräya). 
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Siddha: Siddhas are liberated souls and are absolutely free from 

the cycles of birth and death forever. The liberated souls live in an 

abode called Siddha-shilä located at the top of the universe.  

Lord Siddha has 8 attributes. These are: 

1. Ananta-jnäna: Infinite knowledge due to destruction of 

knowledge obscuring (jnänävaraniya) karma 

2. Ananta Darshana: Infinite perception due to destruction of 

perception obscuring (darshanävaraniya) karma. 

3. Avyäbädha-sukha: Eternal bliss due to destruction of feeling 

producing (vedaniya) karma. 

4. Kshäyik-Samyaktva: Eternal right faith due to destruction of 

deluding (mohaniya) karma.  

5. i. Avagähanatva: ability to be accommodative and ii. Akshaya-

sthiti: Imperishable state due to destruction of age determining 

(äyu) karma.  

6. i. Sukshmatva: subtle body and ii. Arupitva: Formlessness due to 

destruction of name determining (näma) karma.  

7. Aguru-Laghutva: Not to heavy, not to light, a balanced 

immaterial form due to destruction of class determining (gotra) 

karma. 

8. Ananta-virya: Infinite energy due to destruction of energy 

restrictor (virya antaräya) karma. 
 
The doctrine of “Origination destruction and permanence 

constitute existence” (utpäda vyaya-dhrauvyayuktam sat): That 

which appears (utpäda) and disappears (vyaya) is mode and that 

which persists is substance (dhrauvya). This is the law of existence 

(sat) for all the substances. 



 

 

 

NONLIVING SUBSTANCE 


AJIVÄDHIKÄR 

 

15. The Names and Description of the Nonliving Substances 







Ajiva dravyo ke bhed 

ajivo pun neo puggala dhammo adhamma äyäsam, 

kälo puggala mutto ruvädiguno amutti sesä du. 15 

ajivaha punaha jneyaha pudgalaha dharmaha adharmaha äkäsham, 

kalaha pudgalaha murtaha rupädigunaha amurtähä sheshähä  tu. 15 
 
Meaning: 

Matter (pudgala), medium of motion (dharma), medium of rest 

(adharma), space (äkäsha) and the time (käla) are the non living 

substances. The matter is formed due to shape etc. qualities, rest of 

the five are formless. 
 
Explanation: 

The matter is a substance with form it can be touched, has smell, 

taste and color. The medium of motion, medium of rest, space and 

time are without form and do not have any of the above four 

properties of touch, smell taste or color.   

There are six substances out which five, soul, medium of motion, 

medium of rest, space and time are formless and one, matter is 

formed. The soul is a living and the rest are non-living substances.   
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16. Modes of Matter 







Pudgala dravya ki paryäya 

sado bandho suhumo thulo santhän bhed tam chhäyä, 

ujjodädavasahiyä puggaladavvassa pajjäyä. 16 

shabdaha bandhaha shukshmaha sthulaha 

sansthänabhedatamashchhäyähä, 

udyotätapasahitä pudgaladravyastha paryäyähä. 16 
 
Meaning: 

Sound (shabda), fusion (bandha), subtlety (shukshma), grossness 

(sthula), shape (äkära), fission (khanda, bheda), darkness 

(andhakära), shadow (chhäyä), light (udyota) and heat (ätäpa) are 

the various modes of matter. 
 
Explanation: 

The word ‘pudgala’ has a special meaning in Jaina terminology. It 

is made of two words ‘pud’ means ‘union’ and ‘gal’ means 

division. The pudgala therefore by many is defined as matter 

which all the time is fusing together and breaking apart. The 

following are the modes of matter:  

1. Sound: It is of two kinds, linguistic (bhäshärup) and 

nonlinguistic (abhäshärup). The linguistic sound is also of two 

kinds, articulate (shäkshar) and inarticulate (anäkshar). The 

articulate sound is the language of Aryans (Sanskrit, Hindi etc) and 

non-Aryans (English, French etc). The inarticulate sound is made 

by animals with two senses and more. Non linguistic sound is also 

of two kinds, natural (vaisrasik) such as thunder, and by 

experiment (präyogik) like sound of musical instruments which are 
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of 4 kinds, tata by musical instruments covered by leather, vitata 

by string instruments, ghana by metallic instruments and sausira 

by wind instruments 

2. Fusion: It is also of two kinds, natural (vaisrasik) and by effort 

(präyogik). The fusion due to lightening, fire etc. is natural and 

making the furniture or binding of material karma by a human is 

by effort. 

3. Subtlety: It is of two kinds, absolute (antya) and relative 

(äpekshik). The subtlety of an atom is absolute and subtlety of 

material bodies is relative, like a penny is smaller than a dollar 

coin. 

4. Grossness: It is of two types, absolute and relative. The 

grossness of a material cluster that is co-extensive with the 

Universe space is absolute. The grossness of other material bodies 

is relative, like a dollar coin is bigger than a penny. 

5. Shape: It is of two kinds, definite and indefinite. The definite 

shapes are mainly, circular, triangular, quadrangular, rectilinear 

and ringed. The shape of clouds as it changes all the time is 

indefinite.  

6. Fission or disintegration: It takes place six different ways by 

scratching, grinding, cutting, breaking, dividing and by emitting 

sparks. 

7. Darkness: It is a state where there is absence of physical light. 

8. Shadow: It is a state where the light is intercepted by an opaque 

body. 

9. Heat: It is the warm feeling caused when exposed to fire or sun. 

10. Light: It is soothing brightness like luster of moon, jewels etc. 

The atom (parmänu) is the smallest particle of a matter. It cannot 

be divided any further. Even though atoms are not visible cannot 

be touched do not have smell or taste they are still called formed 

matters, because the fusion of many atoms results into material 

clusters (skandha) and aggregates (varganä) and possess all the 

four properties.  Even though these properties are not present in an 

atom they become apparent in the composite material bodies 

because according to Jaina scriptures the atom has following 

properties: one taste, one smell, one color and two tastes. 

Material clusters (skandha) are further sub classified as: 
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i. Gross-gross (sthula-sthula): These are stones, wood, metal etc. 

which when broken are unable to join together again. 

ii. Gross (sthula): Things like milk, water, oil etc. which when split 

apart join together spontaneously. 

iii. Gross-subtle (sthula-sukshma): Light, shadows etc. which are 

visible but cannot be captured. 

iv. Subtle-gross (sukshma-sthula): air, smell, taste, words etc. 

which are not visible but are felt through special sense organs. 

v. Subtle (sukshma): Karmic particles which are not only not 

visible but cannot be felt by any special sense organs. 

vi. Subtle-subtle (sukshma-sukshma): The smallest material 

particles (skandha). 
 
The categories of each sense are: 

i. Eight types of touches: cold, warm, soft, hard, large/heavy, 

small/light, smooth and rough. 

ii. Five types of tastes: Hot, bitter, rusty, sour and sweet. 

iii. Two types of odors: Pleasant and unpleasant. And 

vi. Five types of colors: Black, green, red, yellow and white.  

There are 23 types of material aggregates mentioned in Jain 

scriptures out of which principally five serve useful purpose in life 

of worldly living beings. These are: 

i. Alimentary (ähära varganä): These are four different types 

serving different purposes; a. The gross body (audärika) which is 

the visible body. B. Protean body (vaikriyaka) of supernatural 

powers, c. conveyance body (ähäraka) a special auspicious body 

and d. Respiration (shwäsochchhwäsa varganä). 

ii. Fiery (taijasa varganä) help create fiery body. 

iii. Speech making (bhäshä varganä). 

iv. Mind (mano varganä). And 

v. Karmic (karman varganä) for creation of karmic body. 
 
17. The Medium of Motion 
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Dharma dravya kä swarup 

gaiparinayäna dhammo puggalajivän gamanasahayäri, 

toyam jaha macchhänam acchhantä nev so nei. 17 

gatiparinatänäm  dharmaha pudgalajivänäm gamanasahakäri, 

toyam yathä matsyänäm agacchhätäm neiva saha nayati. 17 
 
Meaning: 

Just as water acts as a supporting cause for a fish swimming 

around, similarly medium of motion acts as a supporting cause for 

a moving matter or a living being but it does not force them to 

move when they are stationary.  
 
Explanation: 

The fish can only swim if water is present; the water at that 

particular time becomes medium of motion for fish. 
 
18. The Medium of Rest 







Adharma Dravya kä swarup 

thänajudan adhammo puggalajivän thänasahayäri, 

chhäyä jah pahiyänam gacchhantä nev so dharai. 18 

sthänayutänä adharmmaha  pudgalajivänä sthänsahakäri, 

chhäyä yathä pathikäna gacchhantä neiva  saha dharti. 18 
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Meaning: 

Just as a shade acts as a supporting cause for a traveler to rest, 

similarly the medium of rest acts as a supporting cause for a 

stationary matter or a living being. But it does not force a moving 

object to rest.  
 
Explanation: 

A person traveling on foot will stop to take rest under the shade of 

a tree. The shade at that particular time becomes the medium of 

rest for the person. 
 
Comment: 

The supporting cause is of two kinds, active (prerak) and passive 

(udäsin). 

As medium of motion and rest cannot forcefully either stop or 

move either a moving or a stationary object it is called a passive 

supporting cause (udäsin nimmitta karan).  

Both these mediums are independent substances and they extend 

into the entire Universe space. They both are of equal strength but 

their activities are passive and not forced. They do not act in 

opposition to each other which allow a person to move or rest at 

will. If their activities were to oppose each other then no one will 

be able to move or rest. Both these mediums are themselves 

stationary and have no power to move. 

The word dharma has a special meaning in Jaina terminology. It 

usually means religion, good conduct or spiritual discipline but 

here it means a supporting cause or an invisible ethereal medium. 

These two mediums determine boundary between the universe 

space and the trans-universe space. Even famous scientist Einstein 

believed in similar theory. 
 
19. The Space 
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Äkäsha Dravya kä swarup va bhed 

avgäsadänajoggam jivadinam viyäna äyäsam, 

jenam  logägäsam alogägäsmidi duviham. 19 

avakäshadänayogyam jivädinäm vijänihi äkäsham, 

jainam lokäkäsham  alokäkäsham  iti dwividham. 19 
 
Meaning: 

That which acts as a receptacle for all substances is called space 

(äkäsha) by Lord Omniscient (Jinendra Bhagwan). Universe space 

(lokäkäsha) and trans-Universe space (alokäkäsha) are two 

divisions of space. 
 
Comment: 

Just like the two mediums, the space also is a passive supporting 

cause. 
 
20. Universe and Trans-Universe Space 







Lokäkäsha aur alokäkäsha kä swarup 

dhammädhammä kälo puggalajivä ya santi jävdiye, 

äyäse so logo tatto pardo alogutto. 20 

dharmmädharmmau kälaha pudgalajivähä cha santi yävatike, 

äkäshe saha lokaha tataha parataha alokaha ukttaha. 20 
 
Meaning: 

The space which has ability to accommodate or habitat 

(avagähanatva), medium of motion, medium rest, time, matter and 
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living beings is known as the Universe Space. The space beyond is 

known as Trans-Universe Space. 
 
Explanation: 

The Universe and trans-universe space both are one whole entity. 

There is no wall separating them. The Universe space is smaller 

than the Trans-Universe space which is an empty space.   

Even though all the substances exist within the Universe Space 

they do not become one. All the five substances remain 

independent and do not lose their identity. The medium of motion, 

medium of rest and the Universe Space are coexistent and 

coextensive because their units coalesce with each other and they 

mutually support each other. Soul, medium of motion, medium of 

rest and space are devoid of any obstructive structure and they 

have capability to penetrate the matter, which is the only 

obstructive structure. All the substances have common attribute of 

permanence (agurulaghutva) even though they coexist together 

and interpenetrate each other they do not lose their identity. The 

modes appear and disappear but the substance always persists. 
 
21. Time Substance 







Käla Dravya kä swarup va uske do bhed 

davvaparivattaruvo jo so kälo havei vavahäro, 

parinämädilakkho vattanalakkho ya parmattho. 21 

dravyaparivartanarupaha yaha saha bhavet vyavahäraha, 

parinämädilakshyaha varttanälakshanaha cha parmärthaha. 21 
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Meaning: 

That which causes transformation in living being, matter, medium 

of motion, medium of rest and space is the time substance. The 

time substance is of two kinds, the one which is instrumental in 

bringing about gross changes is the conventional time (vyavahära 

käla) while that which is instrumental in causing changes in 

continuity is the real time (nishchaya käla). 
 
Explanation: 

Real time is the instrumental cause in bringing about, change, 

motion, and the sequence of before (past) and after (future) in other 

substances. The instrumental cause of bringing about the 

continuous changes in all the substances is unique quality called 

becoming (vartanä) of the real time. For example, changes due 

growing up or aging of a person, is related to effect of real time. 

Seconds, minutes, hours etc. are the divisions of the conventional 

time.  

The time substance is also a passive supporting cause (udäsin 

nimmitta).  
 
Comment:  

Time is an instrumental cause of all occurrences. It is a controlling 

principle. Without time there will be chaos instead of order. Time 

plays an important role in events of every ones’ life. 
 
22. The Nature of Real Time Substance 







Nishchayakäla kä swarup 

loyäyäsapadese ikkekke je thiyä hu ikkekkä, 

ranänam räsiva te kälänu asankhadavväni. 22 
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lokäkäshapradeshe ekeikasmin ye sthitähä hi ekeikähä, 

ratnänäm räshihi iva te kälänvaha asankhyadravyäni. 22 
 
Meaning: 

In each spatial unit (pradesh) of Universe space, there is one time 

unit (kälänu) present. Like a heap of gems, the time units are 

infinite in number. 
 
Explanation: 

Universe space has infinite number of spatial units. In each of 

these units, there is one time unit, therefore like the spatial units 

they are also countless and similar, but they do not have properties 

possessed by matter therefore they cannot form clusters or 

aggregates. They remain independent, unchangeable and like a 

heap of gems, they are piled together but are not bonded to each 

other. 

The time required to travel length of one space unit by a material 

atom is smallest unit of time called samaya. 
 
 
23. Summation of Six Substances 







Dravyo kä upsanhära aur astikäya 

evam chhabbheyamidam jiväjivappabhedado davvam,  

uttam kälavijuttam näyavvä panch atthikäyä du. 23 

evam shadbhedam idam jiväjivaprabhedataha dravyam, 

ukttam kälaviyukttam jnätavyähä panch astikäyähä tu. 23 
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Meaning: 

In this manner on the basis of living and non living, these 

substances are said to be of six types.  Except for the time 

substance, the rest of the five are of extended entity type 

(astikäya). 
 
Explanation: 

As soul, matter, medium of motion, medium of rest and space have 

more than one spatial unit, they are called extended entities. 

Because time substance has only one spatial unit therefore it is a 

non-extended entity.  

Even though  atom of matter has also only one spatial unit, the 

matter is still called extended entity because when it forms clusters 

(skandha), it contains numerous, innumerable and infinite number 

of units.  
 
24. Definition of Extended Entity 






Astikäya kä swarup 

santi jado tenade atthitthi bhanati jinvarä jamhä, 

käyä iva bahudesä tamhä käyä ya atthikäyä ya. 24 

santi yataha tena ete asti iti bhananti jinvarähä yasmät, 

käyä iva bahudeshähä tasmät käyähä cha astikäyähä cha. 24 
 
Meaning: 

The word astikäya is made up of two words, asti and käya. All the 

six substances exist since eternity therefore Lord Omniscient has 

called them asti. The five substances except for the time, like a 

body, have multifold spatial units, therefore they are called käya, 

and when both are joined together they are called astikäya. 
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Asti means that which exists for ever and that which is 

indestructible. Käya means body. 
 
25.  Numbers Spatial Units of Six Substances 







Dravyo ke pradeshsankhyä 

honti asankhä jive dhammädhamme anant äyäse, 

mutte tiviha padesä kälassego na ten so käo. 25 

bhavanti asankhyähä jive dharmodharmayoho anantähä äkäshe, 

murtte trividhähä  pradeshähä  kälasya ekaha na tena sa käyaha. 25 
 
Meaning: 

Living being, medium of motion and medium of rest have 

innumerable (asankhyäta). Space has infinite (ananta) numbers. 

Matter has space units of three types; numerable (sankhyäta), 

innumerable and infinite spatial units. The Time substance has 

only one spatial unit, therefore time is not a multifold or extended 

entity.  
 
Explanation: 

The soul is also called extended entity because it has ability to 

occupy the entire Universe. The difference between innumerable 

and infinite is that innumerable has limit while infinite is limitless. 
 
26.  Material Atom is an Extended Entity 
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Pudgalaparmänu käyävän hei 

aeyapadeso vi anu nänäkhandhappadesado hodi, 

bahudeso uvayärä tena ya käo bhavanti savvanhu. 26 

aek Pradesh api anuhu nänäskandhpradeshat Bhavati, 

bahudeshaha upachärät tena cha käyaha bhananti sarvjnähä. 26 
 
Meaning: 

A material atom is one spatial unit, but because of ability to form 

clusters (skandha) and acquire many spatial units, Lord 

Omniscient as a rule (upchära) has called it an extended entity. 
 
Explanation: 

The ability to form clusters is because their surfaces have quality 

of being oily (snigdha) or dry (ruksha). The variety of surfaces 

which a material atom can have is oily-oily (snigdha-snigdha), 

oily-dry (snigdha-ruksha), dry-dry (ruksha-ruksha) and dry-oily 

(ruksha–snigdha). 

The material atoms from standpoint of etymological mode 

(vyanjana paryäya) are same, but from qualitative mode (guna 

paryäya) they are 200 types. They have five shapes, five tastes, 

two odors and four touches. 5x5x2x4=200 types 
 
27. Definition of a Spatial Unit 
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Pradesh kä lakshana 

jävadiyam äyäsam avibhägipugglänuvattaddham, 

tam khu padesam jäne savvänutthänadänariham. 27 

yävanmätram äkäsham avibhägipudgalänvavashtabdham, 

tam khalu pradesham jänihi sarvänusthänadänärham. 27 
 
Meaning: 

The spatial unit is defined as the part of the Universe space 

occupied by an indivisible material atom. From definitive 

standpoint it has ability to accommodate all the particles. 
 
Explanation: 

Universe space has quality of ability to habitat; therefore in one 

spatial unit it houses all the other five substances. 

The number of living being and matters are infinite-infinite with 

number of matters being much more than living beings. The 

medium of motion, rest and Space are one each in number. 

The space is one whole substance. From standpoint of housing the 

six substances it is divided into Universe Space and Trans-

Universe Space. The time substances are innumerable. 
 
28. Summation of Part I 

According to the teachings of Lord Omniscient, there are six 

substances in the Universe. These are;  soul, matter, space, medium 

of motion, medium of rest and time. Out of these six substances, 

soul is with sentience, the other five are non sentience. Matter has 

form (murta), the rest are formless (amurta). Except for time 

substance, other five are extended entities. The space is spread 

over entire Universe and beyond, rest of substances are present 

within Universe space. Soul and matter are capable of motion, 

others are not. Pure soul, pure matter, medium of motion, medium 

of rest and Space has pure modes. But matter has special ability 

that its pure form can change into impure form. Soul once evolved 

into pure form never reverts to impure form. Soul and matter are 

infinite in numbers, time substance is innumerable while the rest of 

are one each. There is no increase or decrease in numbers of these 

substances. They always remain same. In spite of continuous 
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changes taking place in the substances, the original substances are 

indestructible and there is no increase in their space units in other 

words they are permanent (nitya) and fixed (avasthita). 

 



 



 

 

 

 

 

 

PART II 

Seven Fundamental 

Truths 






 



 

 

 

Säta Tatva 


 
29. Reality, the Seven Fundamental Truths 
 







Äsrava ädi padärtho kä varnan 

äsavabandhanasamvaranijjaramokkhä sapunnapävä je. 

jiväjivavisesä tevi samasen pabhanämo .28 

äsravabandhanasamvaranirjaramokshähä sapunyapäpähä ye, 

jiväjivavishseshähä tän api samasen prabhänämaha. 28  
 
Meaning: 

The influx (äsrava), bondage (bandha), stoppage (samvara), 

shedding (nirjarä), liberation (moksa), including merit-demerit 

(punya-päpa) are special categories of living and non living 

substance which will be briefly described here.  
 
Explanation: 

The essence or innate nature of a substance is defined as tattva like 

hotness is nature of fire. 

The seven fundamental truths or basic elements are:  

1. Jiva: Sentient substance 

2. Ajiva: non sentient substance. 

3. Äsrava: Influx of karmic particles 

4. Bandha: Bondage between karmic particles and soul. 

5. Samvara: Stoppage of karmic particles 
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6. Nirjarä: Shedding of karmic particles  

7. Moksa: Liberation. 
 
Comments: 

Fundamental truths are seven in number in Digamber tradition, 

because merit (punya) and demerit (päpa) are included in bondage, 

while in Swetämber tradition, the fundamental truths are nine in 

number because merit and demerit are also considered separately 

as part of the fundamental truths. However essence of the 

fundamental truths is the same in both traditions 
 
30. Psychic and Physical Influx 







Bhäväsrava va dravyäsrava ke lakshana 

äsvadi jena kammam parinämenappano sa vinneo, 

bäväsavo jinutto kammäsavanam paro hodi. 29 

äsravati yen karmma parinämen ätmanaha saha vigneyaha, 

bäväsravaha jinokttaha karmmäsravanam paraha bhavati. 29 
 
Meaning: 

The activity of the soul due to which karmic material flows in it is 

to be known as psychic influx (bhäväsrava), as told by Lord 

Omniscient. The inflow of karmic material is known as physical 

influx (dravyäsrava). 
 
Explanation: 

Äsrava literally means flowing in or influx. Flowing in of karmic 

material in the soul is called influx (äsrava). The influx is of two 

types, psychic and physical influx. Psychic influx is the activities 

of soul and physical influx is the actual inflow of karmic material 
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into the soul. Thus psychic influx is the cause and the physical 

influx is the effect. 
 
31. Psychic Influx 







Bhäväsravo ke näma va bhed 

micchhattäviradipamädajogakohädaotha vinneyä, 

pan pan panadaha tiya chadu kamaso bhedä du puvvassa. 30 

mithyätväviratipramädayogakrodhädayaha atha vigneyähä, 

panch panch panchdash trayaha chatväraha kramashaha bhedähä tu 

purvasya. 30 
 
Meaning: 

It should be known the subtypes of former, that is, psychic influx 

are false view (mithyätva), vowlessness (avirati), carelessness 

(pramäda), psychophysical activities (yoga) and passions (kasäya). 

They are five, five, fifteen, three and four kinds respectively in that 

order. 
 
Explanation: 

In short there are five types of psychic influx which are false 

views, vowlessness,  carelessness, psychophysical activities and 

passions; but when considering at length there are 5 types of false 

views, 5 types of vowlessness, 15 types of carelessness, 3 types of 

psychophysical activities and 4 types of passions adding  up to 32 

sub types. 
 
False views: Total ignorance or perverted views in fundamental 

truths is defined as false views. False views can be inherent or 

acquired. Because of false views a person is unable to differentiate 
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between soul and body. He believes them to be one. Person 

believes in false preceptor, false deity, false religion and folk-lore. 

False views are considered to be the worst enemy of spirituality.  

There are five types of false views:  

i. Absolutism (ekänta mithyätva): Belief in dogmatism of one 

sidedness and disregard of other point of views. 

ii. Perverse Views (viparita mithyätva): Wrong beliefs. Follow 

false religion, false deity,  etc. 

iii. Egalitarianism (vinaya mithyätva): Believe in validity of all 

deities and philosophical views, borne out of reverence for all 

religions. 

iv. Skeptical views (sanshaya mithyätva): Have doubt in beliefs, as 

to true nature of reality. 

v. Agnosticism (ajnäna mithyätva): Disclaim any knowledge of 

soul etc. Believe in materialism only. 
 
Vowlessness:  Does not have desire to practice the vows or not be 

a person of good character. There are five different types of 

vowlessness: violence (himsä), lying (asatya), stealing (chaurya), 

non-celibate (kushila) and possession (parigraha). 
 
Carelessness: Be negligent, indifferent or disregard. These are 15 

different types: to remain engrossed in pleasures of all five senses, 

to take interest in 4 kinds of non spiritual stories (vikathä) 

regarding the royalty, thievery, women, food etc., related to four 

types of passions, infatuation (pranay) and laziness (nidrä). 

5+4+4+1+1=15. 
 
Passions: Four types of passions (anger, pride, deceit and greed). 
 
Psychophysical activities: These are three kinds, activities of 

mind, speech and body. 
 
32. Physical Influx 
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Dravyäsrva kä swarup va bhed 

nänävaranädinam joggam jam puggalam samäsavadi, 

davväsavo sa neo aneyabheo jinakkhädo. 31 

gyänävaranädinäm yogyam yat pudgalam samäsravati, 

dravyäsravaha saha gneyaha anekbhedaha jinäkhyätaha. 3 
 
Meaning: 

The inflow of matter which causes knowledge obscuring etc., eight 

Karmas, is known as physical influx as told by Lord Omniscient 

and is of many varieties. 
 
Explanation: 

The karmic particles are all around surrounding the soul. The 

suitable karmic aggregates are attracted and cling (dravyäsrava) to 

the soul when suitable environment is created by the activities of 

the soul (bhäväsrava).  These karmic particles (karman varganä) 

are converted into various types of karmas depending upon the 

type of activity created by soul. 
 
The physical influx: It is of eight kinds: 
 
i. Knowledge obscuring (jnäna varaniya): These have the power 

to suppress right knowledge which results in ignorance and 

stupidity. There are five subtypes respectively suppressing the 

following five kinds of knowledge: 

a. Mind-based (matijnäna) 

b. Testimonial (shrutajnäna) or scripture based knowledge 

c. Supernatural (avadhijnäna) or clairvoyance knowledge 

d. Telepathic (manoparyäya jnäna) and 

e. Supreme (kevalajnäna). 
 

ii. Perception obscuring (darshana varaniya): These karmas have 

the power to conceal right perception which can lead to blindness, 
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sleepiness, unconsciousness, etc. There are nine subtypes which 

obscure or conceal: 

a. Sight perception (chakshu-darshana) 

b. Non-sight perception (achakshu-darshana) 

c. Supernatural perception (avadhi-darshana) 

d. Absolute perception (keval-darshana) 

e. Dosing (light sleep) (nidrä) 

f. deep sleep (nidrä-nidrä) 

g. Sleep while sitting or standing (prachalä) 

h. Drooling and moving arms and legs in sleep (prachalä- 

prachalä) and 

i. Sleep walking (styän-griddhi). 
 

 
iii. Feeling producing (vedaniya karma): These are producers of 

either pleasant feelings (satavedaniya) or unpleasant feelings 

(asatavedaniya). 
 
iv. Deluding karma (mohaniya karma): These have power to 

produce delusion.  Delusion is cause of continuous wandering of 

soul in the cycle of birth and death. It is the root cause of worldly 

existence. It prevents the soul from achieving its true nature which 

is passionless state (vitaräga) and spirituality (ädhyätmikata). All 

the other types of karma are under the influence of this karma 

therefore it is also known as king of the karmas. 

Deluding karmas are of two kinds: 

a. Faith deluding (darshana mohaniya): These prevent 

manifestation of the right faith. This may result in false views or 

perverted views (mithyätva), mixed views (samayak-mithyätva) or 

lax right faith (samyaktva prakrti) causing doubts in the mind.   

b. Conduct deluding (chäritra mohaniya): These prevent the 

manifestation of right conduct. There is increased attachment to 

worldly pleasures, promoting wrong and perverted activities by 

arousing various kinds of passions in the soul. These are of two 

kinds.  
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i. Passion-feeling (kasäya-vedaniya): Due to influence of 4 

passions which are anger, pride, deceit and greed as well as their 

intensities which are extremely severe, severe, mild and subtle. 

The sum total being 16 types and. 

ii. Quasi passion-feeling (nokasäya-vedaniya): Due to influence of 

nine kind of quasi passions. The quasi passions have intensity 

similar to the subtle type of passions that is they are extremely 

mild. Following are the sub-types of the quasi passions: (1) 

Laughter (häsya), (2) pleasure (rati), (3) displeasure (arati), (4) 

sorrow (shoka), (5) fear (bhaya), (6) disgust (juguptsä), (7) lust for 

man (purushaved), (8) lust for women (streeved), and (9) lust for 

eunuch (napunshankaved). 

In this way Deluding karma has 28 different types. 
 
v. Age determinant (äyu karma): It determines the life span of a 

living being. There are four types of age determinant karma; 

lifespan of heavenly being, infernal being, humans and sub 

humans.  

The age is of two types:  

a). Irreducible life span (anpavartaniya): There is no reduction in 

life span for any reason. Life span of heavenly beings, infernal 

beings, 

b). Reducible life span (apavartaniya): Untimely death, the life 

span is shortened for some unforeseen reason like committing 

suicide etc.  

The life span of Tirthankar, and living beings residing in realm of 

happiness (bhoga bhumi) does not alter for any reason. In rest the 

life span of both types is found. It must be remembered that the life 

span cannot be increased under any circumstances or by any 

means. 
 
vi. Name determinant (näma karma): They determine the type of 

destiny, sex, and the characteristic features of that destiny. There 

are 42 sub types of Name determinant karma. These are: 
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1. Destinity (gati): Human, sub human, heavenly and infernal 

beings. (4) 

2. Species (jäti): One, two, three, four and five sensed living 

beings. (5) 

3. Bodies (sharir): gross, protean, conveyance, fiery and karmic 

bodies. (5) 

4. Organs of the body (angopäng): head, torso, limbs and so on. (3) 

5. Formation of the organs (nirmän): Formation of body parts. (1) 

6. Cohesion of the parts of body (sharir-bandhan): Holding 

together of the different organs of five types of body. (5) 

7. Integration of the body (sharir-sanghät): Working together of 

the diverse organs in each of five types of body as one whole 

personality. (5) 

8. Configuration of the body (sansthän): General shape and 

symmetry of the body. There are six kinds of configuration: i. 

symmetrical body (samachaturasra), ii. Symmetrical body above 

the naval area only (nyagrodh parimandal sansthän), iii. 

Symmetrical below naval only (swäti), iv. Hunchback body 

(kubjak), v. dwarf (väman sansthän) and vi. Asymmetrical body 

(hundak).  (6) 

9. Osseous structure (samhanana): The osseous structure 

determines the strength and stamina of the body.  These are six 

types: i. interlocking of bones on both sides, strengthened with pin 

and plate, ii. Interlocking of bones on both sides with half pin and 

half plate or interlocking of bones with pins, iii. Interlocking of 

bones on both sides, iv.  Interlocking bones on one side and pin on 

the other, v. pin between two bones and vi. Two bones bound by 

skin, sinews and flesh. (6) 

10-13. Five kinds of color (varna), two kinds of smell (gandha), 

five kinds of taste (rasa) and eight kinds of touch (sparsha).  (20) 

14. Creation of new body (änupurvya): The soul travels in the 

space from one life to the site to occupy the body of next birth 

(vigrahagati). The type of body depends upon the type of destinity 

of the soul which is of four kinds. (4) 

15 Balanced body weights (agurulaghu): Not to heavy not to light 

body weight. (1) 

16.  Upghäta: To suffer from ones’ own abnormal body parts. (1) 
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17.  Parghäta: To possess body parts like claws, horns that can 

inflict injuries to others. (1) 

18. Respiration (uchchhaväsa). (1) 

19. Heat (ätäpa): A body that is able to produce heat. (1) 

20. Luster (udyota): A body capable of radiating coolness. (1) 

21. Gait or flight (vihäyogati): clumsy or graceful. (2) 

22. Extraordinary body (pratyeka sharir): One body with one life 

(1) 

23. Ordinary body (sädhäran): One body with many lives like figs 

etc. (1) 

24. Mobile body (trus). (1) 

25. Immobile body (sthävar). (1) 

26. Gross body (bädar). (1) 

27. Subtle body (sukshma). (1) 

28. Mature body (pariyäpti). (1) 

29. Immature body (apariyäpti). (1) 

30.  Stable body (sthir). (1) 

31.  Unstable body (asthir). (1) 

32. Auspicious body (shubha). (1) 

33. Inauspicious body (ashubh). (1) 

34. Pleasing body (subhag). (1) 

35. Ugly body (durbhag). (1) 

36. Sweet voice (susvara). (1) 

37. Harsh voice (dusvara). (1) 

38. Splendor body (ädeya). (1) 

39. Lusterless body (anädeya). (1) 

40. Reputable (yash-kirti). (1) 

41. Disreputable (ayash-kirti). (1) 

42. Lord Omniscient (Tirthankar). (1) 

These are 42 types with 93 sub types. 
 
vii. Class determinant (gotra karma): They are two kinds which 

determine the status in an embodied life which can be either high 

(uccha) or low (niccha).  
 
viii. Energy restrictor (virya antaräya): These affect strength by 

restricting the release of energy from the soul, causing misery, 
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poverty, weakness, etc. These are further sub classified into the 

following five types: 

a. Prevent giving charity (dänäntaräya). 

b. Prevent profiting from good deeds (läbhanträya). 

c. Cause weakness (viryäntaräya). 

d. Prevent from limiting the quantity of enjoying or using things 

that can be used once only (bhogäntaräya) like food water etc. 

e. Prevent from limiting the quantity of enjoying or using things 

that can be used repeatedly (upbhogäntaräya) like clothes etc. 

This way there are 148 types and sub types of all eight karmas. 

Knowledge obscuring are 5, perception obscuring are 9, feeling 

producing 2, bliss obscuring 28, age determinant 4, name 

determinant 93, class determinant 2 and energy restrictor 5 which 

makes total of 148. 
 
33. Psychic and Physical Bondage 







Bhävabhandh va dravyabandh kä lakshana 

bajjhadi kammam jena du chedanabhävena bhävabandho so, 

kammädapadesänam annonnapavesanam idaro. 32 

badhyate karma yen tu chetanabhävena bhävabandhaha saha, 

karmätmapradesänäm anyonyapraveshanam itaraha. 32 
 
Meaning: 

The psychophysical activities of the soul by which the karmas are 

bound is called psychic bondage (bhäva bandha), while the 

binding of the karmic particles with the space units of the soul is 

called physical bondage (dravya bandha). 
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Explanation: 

False views (mithyätva) , vowlessness (aviratti), carelessness 

(pramäda), passions (kasäya) and psychophysical (yoga) activities 

are the cause of psychic bonds. The process of binding between the 

soul and the karmic particles is called physical bond.  

Even though the karmic material binds with the space units of the 

soul, the karmic material and soul does not become one. The 

bondage is not permanent. By pious activities the soul can free 

itself from the karmic particles.  

Influx is the incidental cause of karmic bondage. The influx and 

bondage happen simultaneously there is no time difference 

between their occurrences. 
 
34. Aspects of Physical Bondage 







Bandhke char bhed va unke käran 

payaditthidianubhägappadesabhedä du chaduvidho bandho, 

jogä payadipadesä thidianubhägä kasäyado honti. 33 

prakrtisthityanubhägapradeshabhedät tu chaturvidhaha bandhaha, 

yogät prakrtipradeshau sthityanubhägau kashäyataha bhavanti. 33 
 
Meaning: 

With respect to disposition (prakrti), duration (sthiti), intensity 

(anubhäg) and mass (pradesh), physical bondage is of four kinds. 

The disposition and mass are due to psychophysical activities and 

duration and intensity are due to passions. 
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Explanation: 
 
i. Disposition: This results in eight types of bondages knowledge 

obscuring etc. karmas. 
 
ii. Duration: This is the period of time from the moment of 

binding of karma until it falls away after its fruition. 
 
iii. Intensity: This is the varying degree of power or strength of 

fruition of karma. The effects of fruition can be strong, moderate 

or weak depending upon the state of the soul at the time of 

ripening or maturating of the karma. 
 
iv. Mass: This refers to the quantity of karmic particles absorbed 

by the soul. 
 
35. Psychic and Physical Restraint 







Bhävasamvara aur dravyasamvar kä lakhsan 

chedanaparinämo jo kammassäsavanirohane heu, 

so bhävasamvaro khalu davvässavarohne anno. 34 

chetanaparinämaha yaha karmanaha äsravanirodhane hetuhu, 

saha bhävasamvaraha khalu dravyäsravarodhane anyaha. 34 
 
Meaning: 

That pure disposition of soul which is the cause in stopping the 

influx of karmic particles is psychic restraint (bhäva samvara) 

while the stoppage of influx of karmic particles is physical restraint 

(dravya samvara). 
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Explanation: 

Disengagement of mind from worldly actions (activities which 

cause the influx) is defined as psychic restraint while physical 

restraint is cessation of karmic inflow because of the mental 

detachment. 
 
36. The Types of Psychic Restraint 







Bhävasamvara ke bhed 

vadasamidiguttio dhammänupihä parisahajao ya, 

chärittam bahubheyam näyavvä bhävasamvaravisesä. 35 

vratasamitiguptayaha dharmänuprekshähä parishahajayashcha, 

chäritram bahubedam  gyätavyähä bhävasamvaravisheshähä. 35 
 
Meaning: 

It should be known that, vows (vrata), vigilance (samiti), self-

control (gupti), morality (dharma), reflection (anuprekshä), 

conquering hardships (parishaha) and right conduct (chäritra), are 

many types of psychic restraints. 
 
Explanation:  
There are seven principal causes of psychic restraint: 
 
A. Five vows (vrata): nonviolence, truthfulness, non-stealing, 

celibacy and non-possession. 

1. Nonviolence (Pränatipäta Viramana): Nonviolence, in 

thoughts, words, and deeds 

2. Truthfulness (Mrushäväda Viramana): Always speak truth. 
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3. Non-stealing (Adattädäna Viramana): Take only those 

things, which are duly given 

  4. Celibacy (Maithuna Viramana): Observe celibacy. 

5. Non-possessiveness (Parigraha Viramana): Possess only 

bare necessities. 
 

B. The path of five-fold vigilance (samiti): These are carefulness; 

in walking (iryä samiti), in talking (bhäshä samiti), in eating 

(eshnä samiti), in placing down any objects (ädännikshepan 

samiti) and in disposal of bodily wastes (pratishthäpnä samiti). 
 
C. The path of three-fold self-control (gupti): This includes 

refraining from the harmful activities of mind (mano gupti), speech 

(vachan gupti) and body (käya gupti). 
 
D. Righteousness (dharma): This includes observance of ten 

supreme virtues (dash uttam dharma). These are supreme 

forgiveness (uttam kshamä), supreme humility (uttam märdava), 

supreme straight-forwardness (uttam ärjava), supreme contentment 

(uttam shauch), supreme truthfulness (uttam satya), supreme self-

control (uttam samyam), supreme austerity (uttam tapa), supreme 

renunciation (uttam tyäga), supreme detachment (uttam 

akinchanya) and supreme chastity (uttam brahmacharya). 
 
E. Twelve-fold reflections (anuprekshä): These are the twelve 

themes of meditations (bära bhävanä) which are; transitoriness 

(anitya), helplessness state of non-refuge (asharana), mundane 

existence (samsär), loneliness (ekatva), separateness (anyatva), 

impurity (ashuchi), influx (äsrava), restraint (samvara), 

annihilation (nirjarä), the Universe (loka), rarity of enlightenment 

(bodhidurlabha) and the lucid exposition of doctrines (dharma). 
 
F. Conquering hardship (parishaha): To conquer 22 different 

types of hardships, these are: hunger (kshudhä), thirst (trshä), cold 

(shita), heat (ushana), insect bites (danshamashaka), nudity 

(nägnya), boredom (arati), women (stri), travel (charyä), seat and 

posture for practicing austerities (nishadhyä), sleeping place 

(shayä), indignation for reproach (äkrosha), injury caused by 
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others (vadha), seeking alms (yächanä), lack of gain (aläbha), 

physical ailments (roga), touch of thorny things (trunasparsha), 

filth (mala), honor and reward (satkära-purushkära), learning 

(prajnä), absence of knowledge (ajnäna) and loss of faith 

(adarshana). 
 
G. Right Conduct (samyak chäritra). The five stages of right 

conduct which represent the gradual progress in the practice of self 

restraint are:  

i. Equanimity (sämäyika): To keep evenness and calmness     

during all the calamities, to show friendliness towards all the  

living beings. Purpose of sämäyika is to cultivate goodwill,  

equality and tranquility towards all. 

ii. Atonement cum ordination (chhedopasthäpanä): Chheda 

means to cut. It is process of demoting of a Jaina clergy on 

violation of any rules of their order and re-installing the rank 

after the clergy has repented.  

iii. Purificatory course (parihära vishudhi): To atone for and to 

abstain from violence concerned with all living beings, mobile 

and immobile. 

iv. Complete restraint with subtle greed (shukshma 

sämparäya): All types of passions are eliminated except the 

most subtle forms of greed. 

v. Perfect conduct (yathäkhyäta): The conduct free from all the 

passions. Which is also called passionless conduct (viträg 

chäritra). 
 
37. Elimination 
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Nirjara kä lakshana va uske bhed 

jahakälena tavena ya bhuttarasam kammapuggalam jena, 

bhäven sadadi neyä tassadanam chedi nijjarä duvihä. 36 

yathäkälena tapsä cha bhukttarasam karmapudgalam yena, 

bhävena sadati gneyä tatsadanam cheti nirjarä dwividhä. 36 
 
Meaning: 

It should be known that the process of elimination (nirjarä) of 

material karmas is of two types, psychic elimination (bhäva 

nirjarä) and physical elimination (dravya nirjarä). The disposition 

of the soul by which the material karma wears off at the time of 

ripening after the fruition and destruction by austerity is known as 

psychic elimination while actual destruction of the material karma 

is known as physical elimination.  
 
Explanation: 

Process of psychic elimination is of two types: 

a. Inert (savipäka): Wearing off the karma materials when the 

fruition is manifested at the time of ripening.  This goes on all the 

time as the ripened karma matters after manifesting the fruition fall 

off automatically. This does not lead to liberation as attachment 

and aversion are still present and the new karmas go on attaching 

to the soul. 

b. Active (avipäka): Active elimination is defined as process by 

which the old karmic forces are destroyed before they can exercise 

their full effects. This can be achieved by practicing severe 

penances or austerities (tapa), these are of two types. 
 
External austerities: There are six kinds of external austerities:  

fasting (anashana), eating less than actual needs (avamaudarya), 

taking secret vows which no one else should know 

(vrittiparisamkhyäna), dietetic restrictions (rasaparityäga), 

sleeping position restrictions (vivkta shayyäsana) and self-

mortification (käya klesha). 
 
Internal austerities: There are six kinds of internal austerities:  

expiation or confession (präyashchitta), reverence (vinaya), 
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service (vaiyyä-vrata), scriptural study (swädhyäya), renunciation 

(vyutsurga) and meditation (dhyäna). 

i. Expiation or confession: To atone for the transgression is 

confession. There are nine kinds of confessions: confessing 

transgressions (älochanä), repenting past misdeeds 

(pratikramana), combined confession and repentance (tadubhaya), 

careful inspection of the articles received (viveka), abandoning 

unfit articles (vyutsurga), austerity (tapa), lowering of ascetic 

seniority (chheda), segregation from the order (parihära) and re-

ordination (upasthäpanä). 

ii. Reverence: Deep respect is reverence. There are four kinds of 

reverence: learning (jnäna), right faith (darshana), good conduct 

(chäritra) and respect to senior ascetics (upchära). 

iii. Service: To help the ascetics and other needy people. There are 

ten kinds of services: to leader of the order (ächärya),  to preceptor 

(upädhyäya), to ascetic (tapasvi), to student (shaikshak), to sick 

(gläna), to congregation of elder monks (gana), to congregation of 

disciples (kula), to  order of monks (sangha), to monks (sädhu) 

and  to popular learned monks (manojnä). 

iv. Scriptural study: There are five types of scriptural study: 

reading (vächanä), questioning (pruchhanä), reflection 

(anuprekshä), correct recitation of the text (ämnäya) and preaching 

(dharmopadesha). 

v. Renunciation. It means abandoning the external articles and 

internal passions. 

vi. Meditation: To concentration of thought on a single object is 

meditation. There are four kinds of meditation: mournful (ärta 

dhyäna), wrathful (raudra dhyäna), virtuous (dharma dhyäna) and 

pure (shukala dhyäna).  
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38. Liberation 







Moksa ke bhed va lakshana 

savvassa kammano jo khayahedu appano hu parinämo, 

neo sa bhävamokkho davayavimokkho ya kammapudhabhävo. 37 

sarvasya karmanaha  yaha kshayahetuhu ätmanaha hi parimänaha, 

gneyaha saha bhävamoksaha dravyavimoksaha cha 

karmapruthagbhäva. 37 
 
Meaning: 

It should be known that which is the cause of elimination of all the 

karmas from the soul is psychic liberation (bhäva moksa) and 

actual separation of the karmas from the soul is physical liberation 

(dravya moksa).  
 
Explanation: 

A person who practices self-control, self-discipline and self-

mortification will attain the state of perfect conduct (nishchaya 

chäritra).  He has thus annihilated all his four destructive karmas 

and regains the state of omniscience (kevali).  When his life span 

comes to an end, the rest of the four non-destructive karmas are 

destroyed and the soul becomes free.  Such a soul is called 

Siddhätman and resides in the highest abode, the Zenith 

(siddhashillä) of the Universe forever. 
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The destruction of four destructive karmas with manifestation of 

infinite perception, knowledge, bliss and energy thus attaining the 

state of Omniscient is also known as psychic elimination. 

According to Jaina scriptures not all the living beings achieve 

liberation. Only emancipationist souls (bhavyätmä) those who have 

qualities of achieving right faith, knowledge and conduct are 

worthy (bhavya) of attaining liberation.  
 
Comment: The passions are the main cause of transmigration. 

Once one frees oneself from them, one automatically frees oneself 

from the entire karmic cycle and attains liberation.  
 
39. Virtue and Sin 







Punya aur päpa kä nirupana 

suhasuhabhävavajuttä punnam pävam havanti khalu jivä, 

sädam suhäu namam godam punnam paräni pävam cha, 

shubhäshubhabhävayukttähä punyam päpam bhavanti khalu jivähä, 

sätam shubhayuhu näm gotram punayam paräni päpam cha. 38 
 
Meaning: 

A living being with auspicious nature (shubha bhäva) is virtuous 

(punyarup) and one with inauspicious nature (ashubh bhäva) is a 

sinner (päparup). Pleasant feelings, auspicious life span, 

auspicious name, and auspicious class are beneficial while the 

opposite are harmful.  
 
Explanation:  

Virtues are of two kinds: psychic virtuousness (bhäva punya) and 

physical virtuousness (dravya punya).  
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Psychic virtuousness: This is defined as all the good activities such 

as, show compassion, give donations, to pay respects to elders, 

teachers, to render services to needy etc.  

Physical virtuousness: This is defined as the beneficial karmic 

bonds, which are: pleasant feelings, human, sub humans, celestial 

life span, five sensed living beings, five types of bodies, three 

types organs of human, sub humans celestial beings, (angopäng), 

auspicious configuration/symmetrical body (samachturasra), so on 

and so forth.  strong bone-joints (vajra-vrishabh-närächa 

sähunan), auspicious color, smell, taste and touch (prashasta 

varna, gandha, rasa, spursh), propulsion to realms of humans and 

celestial beings (manushya-deva-gatyänupurvya), balanced body 

weights (agurulaghu), bellicosity (parghäta), respiration 

(uchchhaväsa), graceful gait or flight (prashasta vihäyogati), 

mobile (trus), gross (bädar), developed (pariyäpta), individual 

body (pratyeka sharir), pleasing  appearance (subhag), auspicious 

(shubha),  sweet voice (susvara), stable (sthir), respectable 

(ädeya), reputable (yash-kirti), auspicious formation of organs 

(nirmän) and Lord Omniscient (tirthankar).   

When various types and sub types of 5 kinds of cohesion (sharir-

bandhan) and 5 kinds of integration (sharir-sanghät) of five types 

of body with touch, taste, smell and color are taken into account 

the total number of physical virtuousness are 68 types. 

Sins are also of two kinds: psychic sinfulness (bhäva päpa) and 

physical sinfulness (dravya päpa). 

Psychic Sinfulness is defined as all the bad and harmful activities. 

Physical sinfulness is defined as the harmful karmic bondage. 

There are 100 kind of harmful karmic bondage. 

5 kinds of knowledge obscuring, 9 kinds of perception obscuring,  

28  kinds of  deluding,  5 kinds of energy restrictor,  2 kinds of 

destinity (gati) sub human, and infernal beings, 4 kinds of species 

(jäti), one, two, three, four sensed, 5 kinds of  configuration of the 

body (sansthan), 5 kinds of  bone-joints (sähunan),  ugly  color,  

smell, taste , touch, 2 kinds of propulsion of (änupurvya ) sub 

human and infernal, to suffer from ones’ own abnormal body parts 

(upghäta), clumsy gait or flight (aprashasta-vihäyogati),  

immobile (sthävar),  subtle (sukshma), immature (apariyäpti), 
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ordinary body (sädhäran), unstable (asthir), inauspicious (ashubh), 

harsh voice (dusvara), disrespectable (anädeya) disreputable 

(ayash-kirti), life span of hell (narkäyu), unpleasant feelings (asätä 

vedaniya), and lower class (nich gotra). These are 84 however with 

types and subtypes of touch, taste, smell etc. the number of 

physical harmful bondage come to 100 kinds.  
 
Actions (kriyäs): 

In Jaina philosophy, actions are classified not just bad or good 

type, but are defined in much more detail. These are as follows: 

1. Selfless good deeds with beneficial effects (punyänu bandhi 

punya). These are the noble activities making life happy and 

righteous.  

2. Good deeds with selfish motives (päpänu bandhi punya) 

3. Bad deeds with good intentions (punyänu bandhi päpa), they 

cause beneficial effects. 

4. Bad deeds with bad intentions (päpänu bandhi päpa), the worst 

kind of actions with the most detrimental effects. 
 
"For every cause there is an effect, for every action there is a 

reaction."



 



 

 

 

 

 

 

PART III 

Path of Liberation 






 



 

 

 

Moksamärg 

 
 

40. Path of Liberation 







Moksamärg kä do prakärkä nirupan 

sammadanasana nänam charanam mokkhassa käranam jäne, 

vavahärä nicchayado tattiyamaio nio appä, 39 

samayagdarshanam jyänam charanam moksasya käranam janihi, 

vyavahärät nishchayataha tattrikamayaha nijaha ätmä. 39 
 
Meaning: 

From conventional view point know that, right faith (samyak 

darshana), right knowledge (samyak jnäna) and right conduct 

(samyak chäritra) are the cause of liberation (moksa). While from 

definitive view point, the soul endowed with right faith, right 

knowledge and right conduct is the cause of liberation. 
 
Explanation: 

Every living being strives for lasting bliss. Liberation is achieved 

when a soul frees itself from all the eight karmas. The path of 

liberation is of two kinds. 

From conventional point of view, right faith, knowledge and 

conduct are the cause of liberation. From definitive point of view 

soul that has achieved the right faith, knowledge and conduct is 

cause of liberation. 
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41. Transcendental Path of Liberation 







Nishchaya moksamärg kä vishesh kathan 

rayanattayam na vattai appänam muyattu annadaviyamhi, 

tamhä tattiyamaio hodi hu mokkhassa käranam ädä, 

ratnatrayam na varttate ätmänam muktvä anyadravye, 

tasmät tattritatayamayah bhavati khalu moksasya käranam ätmä. 

40 
 
Meaning: 

The three spiritual jewels (ratnatraya) only exist in a soul and not 

in any other substance; therefore, soul endowed with the three 

spiritual jewels is the cause of liberation. 
 
Explanation: 

Right faith, right knowledge and right conduct are known as three 

spiritual jewels.  Only in Jaina religion all the three spiritual jewels 

play equal role in attainment of liberation. It is not possible to 

achieve liberation with either one or two of these attributes only all 

the three attributes have to be present at the same time. Hence a 

living being must strive to achieve all the three spiritual jewels.  
 
42. Right Faith 
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Samyagdarshana kä swarup 

jivadisadahanam sammattam ruvamappano tam tu, 

durabhinivesavimukkam nänam sammam khu hodi sadi jamhi. 41 

jivädishradhänam samyaktvam rupam ätmanaha tat tu, 

durabhiniveshavimukttam gyänam samyak khalu bhavati sati 

yasmin. 41 
 
Meaning: 

Firmly believing in living being etc., seven categories of truth is 

the right faith. It is an innate nature of the soul. On acquiring the 

right faith, the knowledge becomes the right knowledge which is 

free from any doubts, errors and uncertainties. 
 
Explanation:   
Right faith is the primary foundation of practicing a true religion 

(dharma). Without right faith there is no right knowledge or right 

conduct. That is why right faith is said to be the first step in the 

pursuit of liberation.  
 
Varieties of Right faith:  

Right faith is described from various aspects in the scriptures: 

(A) From the stand point of origination: 

i. Spontaneously arising or direct Right faith (nisargaja    

samyag darshana) 

ii. Acquired through learning or indirect Right faith 

(adhigamanaj samyag darshana) 

(B) From the standpoint of presence or absence of Attachment: 

iii. Right faith with attachments (saräga samyag darshana) 

iv. Right faith devoid of attachments (viträg samyag 

darshana) 

(C) From the stand point of  logics (naya)  

 v. Practical Right faith (vyavahära samyag darshana) and  

vi. Absolute Right Faith (nishchaya samyag darshana). 

Tranquility (prashama), strong detachment from worldly things 

(samavega), compassion (anukampä) and believe in existence of 
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soul, karma, transmigration etc. are the main characteristics present 

in a person with practical right faith. 
 
Acquisition of Right faith: To achieve right faith is a path full of 

spiritual hardships.  Only five sensed rational being of fully 

developed body with auspicious psychic colors has an ability to 

acquire the right faith. Certain attainments (labdhi) are necessary 

to kindle the light of first awakening into the soul. 
 
Attainments (labdhi): There are five types of attainments:  

a. Kshayopashama labdhi. b. Vishudhi labdhi. c. Deshnä labdhi.  

d. Präyogya labdhi and. e. Karana labdhi. 
 
Process of attainments: The influence of the karmic forces on a 

bonded soul is never constant; it fluctuates all the time, sometimes 

very strong and sometimes very weak. During the time when the 

power of karmic forces is at its weakest, if a person experiences an 

extraordinary event like death or separation from a loved one or 

learns about the lives of the Tirthankaras, the special quality acts 

as a trigger mechanism.  The soul is energized and gains strength.  

With this strength, it is able to suppress and destroy (kshayo-

upasaa labdhi) the influence of certain obscuring karmas. There is 

a sense of awakening and a sudden urge to learn about the inner-

self.  

The awakened soul, because it is stronger, is able to suppress the 

influence of karmas more and more.  This further purifies the soul 

and makes it stronger and stronger and is able to attain (vishudhi 

labdhi) the pure and peaceful state. There is resurgence in religious 

beliefs, attitude is changed, it is free from disgust and delusion 

disappears. The person develops a positive attitude towards life 

and is not concerned at all about the materialistic future.   

The person engages in doing unselfish acts and good deeds which 

further purifies the soul and is ready to comprehend and receive 

the teaching of Tirthankaras from a learned monk or a scholar. 

This is state of instruction (deshnä labdhi). Having reached to the 

level of insight and purity by attainment of instruction, the soul is 

able to generate unprecedented surge of energy with a result large 

masses of karmas are reduced like ice melting before a flame.  This 
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karmic reduction is called intended attainment (präyogya labdhi) 

of right faith.   

Any living being worthy (bhavya) or unworthy (abhavya) of 

liberation can attain up to this stage.  However actual attainment of 

right faith is possible only by souls worthy of liberation (bhavya).   

The soul develops ineradicable tendency towards spiritual growth. 

This attainment is called karan labdhi and is divided into several 

steps. The initial high state of purity reached is known as adhaha 

labdhi.  When the duration (sthiti ghat) and intensity (anubhäga 

ghat) of bounded karmas are reduced further the higher state of 

purity is reached called apurva karan. Finally the bliss obscuring 

karmas are totally suppressed for brief period of time by means of 

an advanced state of purity called anivritti karan and the right faith 

is attained. 
 
Eight limbs of Right faith (ätha anga): Just as a person has to 

have two legs, two arms, hips, back, chest and head all eight parts 

to be able to successfully perform a task, similarly there are eight 

limbs of right faith which have to be cultivated and practiced to 

perfection to successfully climb the spiritual ladder. These are: 

 a. Nishankita: Freedom from doubts that is to accept teachings of 

Jina without any doubts or reservations. Not to have any doubt in 

the words of Jina. 

 b. Nikänkshita: Freedom from anticipation. Not to entertain any 

desire regarding the future worldly pursuits. To remain free of any 

wish to be reborn as a highly ranked person or as a heavenly god 

and not to put faith in other religions. 

c. Nirvichikitsä: Freedom from disgust.  Not to feel revulsion at the 

sight of human sickness, insanity or ugliness. Not to loath at 

monks and nuns for their unclean and untidy appearance. 

 d. Amudhadrsti: Freedom from delusive notions. Not to worship 

gods of other religions, not to believe in false teachers, not to 

believe in superstitions. Not to get impressed by pompousness, 

spells and charms of an unfaithful. 

 e. Upaguhana: To protect that is to cover up shortcomings of a 

fellow coreligionist from public rather than expose and shame the 

person. This does not mean that faults are to be overlooked, but 
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simply that the order is to be maintained and self-improvement 

encouraged. Genuinely praise and support a person with right faith 

 f. Sthitikaran: Promote stability. Make others more secure in their 

religious convictions when they are severely shaken.  To bring 

stability in religious practices of the people whose faith is shaken. 

To look after the welfare of the coreligionists. 

g. Vätsalya: Selfless affection that is to serve the monks especially 

when they are sick. And  

h. Prabhävanä: Illumination. Take part in activities to promote 

religion by building temples, distributing the religious books, 

promoting religious discourses to spread the holy law of Jina and 

to perform pious activities to attract the people of other faiths. 

These are the eight fold practices of right faith. The first four 

indicate absence of certain views and tendencies from an 

individual while the remaining four indicate presence of new 

attitudes of social nature. 
 
Eight attributes of Right faith (ätha guna): These are the eight 

attributes of the right faith which indicate the spiritual level of a 

person.  

1. Extreme agitation (samaveg): An inner turmoil which is 

expressed in a form of deep love for the religious people, deep 

attachment to the religion.  

2. Disgust (nirveg/nirved): Absence of worldly desires. There is 

strong feeling of disenchantment with worldly things and some 

desire for renunciation. 

3. Self-reproach (ätma-ninda): To critically look at the mistakes 

may have been committed by one-self, reproach and contemplate 

to correct them.  

4. Reprehend (ätma-grahä ): To confess and ask for forgiveness in 

front of a spiritual teacher (guru) for all the forbidden things one 

may have done and all the duties that one may have not performed, 

all the violations of the twelve vows, all the offences against right 

faith, knowledge and conduct, all evils as a result of possessions, 

all actions motivated by passions and hate, partiality for false 

creeds and dissemination of false dogmas, and all wrong done in 

course of daily business or household duties.  
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Gu means darkness ru means to remove. The one who removes 

darkness of ignorance is Guru. 

5. Control (upasham): To keep control over passions. 

6. Worship (bhakti): To respect and worship the five supreme 

beings (Pancha Parmeshthi).  

7. Faith (ästikya): To have unconditional faith in teachings of Jina. 

And  

8. Compassion (anukampä): To show mercy and love to all the 

living beings. 
 
43. Right Knowledge 







Samayag jnäna kä swarup 

sansayavimohavibbhamavivajjiyam appaparasaruvassa, 

gahanam sammamanänam säyäramaneyabheyam cha. 42 

sanshayavimohavibhramavivarjitam ätmaparaswarupasya, 

grahanam samaykgyänam säkäram anekabhedam cha. 42 
 
Meaning: 

To understand or to know self and others that is free from doubt 

(samshay), uncertainty (anadhyavasäya) and falsehood (viparyaya) 

is the right knowledge, which is of many kinds. 
 
Explanation: 

The right knowledge should be free from doubt, falsehood and 

inconclusiveness.  Samshay means when an object is not identified 

definitely, and there is some doubt about its true identity. 

Viparyaya means an object is identified falsely e.g., when one is 

unable to differentiate whether certain object is a pearl or silver, as 
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both of them have same color that is samshay while to identify 

rope for a snake is viparyaya. Anadhyavasäya means when objects 

cannot be determined with certainty, like when a person is 

walking, he cannot say exactly what is under his feet as there are 

many things he steps on. 

Right knowledge is classified in five basic types:  

a. Mind-based or Sensory knowledge (matijnäna). 

b. Scriptural knowledge (shrutajnäna). 

c. Clairvoyance (avadhijnäna). 

d. Telepathic (manoparyäya) and. 

e. Omniscience (kevalajnäna). 

However except for the omniscience, all the other types have many 

subtypes that is why the author of this treatise says that the right 

knowledge is of many kinds. 
 
Eight limbs of Right knowledge: 

Like right faith right knowledge also has eight limbs which have to 

be cultivated and practiced to perfection to successfully climb the 

spiritual ladder. These are:  

1. Shabdächära: to pronounce the verses clearly (vyanjanächära). 

2. Arthächära:  to reflect both on verses and meaning. 

3. Tadubhayächära: to interpret the verses accurately  

4. Kälächara: To study scripture at right time (jnänächära) 

5. Vinayächära: to study the scripture with respect.  

6. Upädhänächära: to make efforts to study the scriptures and to 

contemplate again and again on the verses and their meanings. 

7. Bahumänächära: to greatly respect wise, preceptors and the 

scriptures.  

8. Aninhavanächära: not to conceal identity of the spiritual 

preceptor. 

These are the eight fold practice of right knowledge. 
 
44. Perception 
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Darshanopayog kä swarup 

jam sämännam gahanam bhävänam neva kattumäyäram, 

avisesiduna atthe dansanamidi bhannae samaye. 43 

yat sämänyam grahanam bhävänäm neiva kritvä äkäram, 

avisheshyitvä arthän darshanam iti bhanyate samaye. 43 
 
Meaning: 

Perception (darshana upayog) is defined in scripture, as the 

general observation of an object without recognizing any 

distinguishing or differentiating characteristics of that object. 
 
Explanation: 

Every object has two types of characteristics.  

a. Common (sämänya) and. b. Special (vishesha). 

Recognition of the common characteristics is the perception 

 (darshana) and recognition special characteristic of an object is 

defined as the knowledge (jnäna). 
 
45. The Law of Acquisition of Perception and Knowledge: 







Darshana aur gyänki utpatti kä niyam 

dansanapuvvam nänam chhadamatthänam na dunni uvaogä, 

jugavam jamhä kevalinähe jugavam tu te dovi. 44 

darshanapurvvam gyänam chhadmasthänäm na dvau upayogau, 

yugpat yasmät kevalinäthe yugpat tu tau dvau api. 44 
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Meaning: 

In a non-omniscient (chhadmastha) the knowledge is preceded by 

perception and not simultaneously. While in an Omniscient both 

knowledge and perception manifest simultaneously. 
 
Explanation: 

The consciousness (upayog) manifests in two ways perception 

(darshana) and understating (jnäna). In a lay person the perception 

which is cognitive or faculty of knowing is expressed followed by 

understanding or comprehensiveness which is a thought process. 

While in an omniscient both these are manifested at the same time. 

See the verse #4 page #7 for details. 
 
46.  Practical Right Conduct 







Vyavahär charitrakä swarup 

asuhädo vinivitti suhepavitti ya jän chärittam, 

vadasamidiguttiruvam vavahäranayä du jinabhaniyam. 45 

ashubhät vinivrittihi shubhe pravrittihi cha jänihi chäritram, 

vratsamitiguptirupam vyavahäranayät tu jinabhanitam. 45 
 
Meaning: 

From practical standpoint, refraining from harmful activities and 

engaging in virtuous activities as said by the Victorious one is the 

right conduct (samyak chäritra).  It consists of vows, regulations 

and restraints. 
 
Explanation: 

From practical standpoint the right conduct is to refrain from the 

harmful activities and to engage in beneficial activities. That is to 
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engage in practice of fivefold vows (pänch vratta), fivefold 

regulations (pänch samiti) and three fold restraints (tin gupti). 

Jaina scriptures have defined two kinds of right conduct: 

1. Conduct of householder (shrävakächär) and  

2. Conduct of monk (muni-ächär). 
 
Householder Conduct includes practice of: 

a. To refrain from seven harmful activities (saptavyasana tyäga), 

gambling (juä), non-vegetarian food (mäsähär), alcohol 

(madya), prostitution (veshyävrtti), hunting (shikär), stealing 

(chori) and sensual relation with other women (parastri 

sevan). b. Eight basic vows of dietetic prohibition (asta 

mulguna). c. Twelve vows (five lesser vows (anuvratta), three 

spiritual vows of self discipline (guna vrata). d. Eleven stages 

of ethical evolution (gyärhä pratimä) and. e. Observe 

voluntary death (sallekhanä).  
 

The conduct of a monk includes practice of: 

28 basic vows (athäisa mulguna), ten supreme virtues (dash 

dharma), threefold restraints (tin guptiyän), enduring 22 calamities 

(parishaha), twelve themes of reflection (bärahä bhävanä), twelve 

austerities (tapa), meditation (dhyäna) and observe voluntary death 

(sallekhanä).  

Twelve themes of reflection is primarily practiced by monks but 

even householders can practice them and reap beneficial effects.  
 
47. Perfect Right Conduct 







Nishchaya chäritrakä swarup 

bahirabbhantarakiriyäroho bhavakäranappanäsattham, 
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nänissa jam jinuttam tam paramam sammachärittam. 46 

bahirabhayntarakriyärodhaha bhavakäranapranäshärtham, 

gyäninaha yat jinokttam tat paramam samayakchäritram. 46 
 
Meaning: 

Stoppage of the external and internal activities of a person with 

right knowledge in order to destroy the causes of worldly existence 

is declared by Victorious one to be the perfect right conduct 

(nishchaya chäritra).  
 
Explanation: 

Perfect Right conduct is defined as completely devoid of 

ignorance, passions,   carelessness, and psycho-physical activities.  

It is the state of complete detachment from worldly activities, total 

equanimity and infinite happiness. It is practically a state of inner 

retreat. 
 
48.  Meditation 







Dhyänäbhyäsa karaneki preranä 

duviham pi mokkhaheum jhäne päunadi jam muni niyamä, 

tamhä payattachittä juyam jhänam samabbhasaha. 47 

dwividhimavi moksahetum dhyänena präpnoti yat munihi niyamät, 

tasmät prayatnachittähä yuyam dhyänam samabhyasadhavam. 47 
 
Meaning: 

Because by the rule, monks acquire both practical and perfect right 

conduct by meditation, therefore we all should practice meditation 

in a correct way. 
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Explanation: 

By meditating on ones inner self, the pure soul, practical and 

perfect right conducts are manifested, that is the law. 

49. Ways to Practice Meditation 







Dhayän karnekä upäya 

mä mujjhaha mä rajjaha mä dussah itthanitthatthesu, 

thiramicchhaha jaha chittam vichittajhänappasidhie. 48 

mä muhyata mä  rajyat mä dwishyata ishtänishtärtheshu, 

sthiram icchatta yadi chittam vichitradhyänaprasiddhyei. 48 
 
Meaning:  

If you wish to have your mind fixed in order to succeed in various 

kinds of meditations, do not form attachment, infatuation or 

aversion to beneficial or harmful things. 
 
Explanation: 

Jaina scriptures have defined four kinds of meditations: 

1. Sorrowful Meditation (ärta dhyäna): This is defined as 

meditation done when a person is faced with physical ailments or 

pain, loss of loved ones or valued possessions, unpleasant feelings 

or agitation due to contact with disagreeable objects, anxiety about 

fulfilling the desires in future lives. 
 
2. Wrathful Meditation (raudra dhyäna): This is accompanied 

by extreme cruelty and occurs in a person who indulges in 

violence, lying, stealing or protection of property.  

These two type sorrowful and wrathful meditations are cause of 

worldly existence and will not lead to liberation.  
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3. Virtuous Meditation (dharma dhyäna): This involves 

concentration on auspicious thought. The four objects on which 

one contemplates are i. Acceptance of scriptural commandments 

(äjnä vichaya) ii. Facts of universal sufferings (causes of bondage) 

and the ways to get rid of them (apäya vichaya) iii. The nature and 

fruition of karmas and way to path of liberation (vipäka vichaya).  

iv. The structure of universe and its contents (sansthän vichaya) 

Virtuous Meditation can be practiced by various ways. These are: 

a. Pindastha: To contemplate on the soul residing in your body or 

some imaginary objects. It involves the mystical purification of 

physical self. 

b. Padastha: To meditate by chanting powerful incantations 

(mantra). This is suppose to confer extraordinary powers like 

ability to fly, produce fire at will and so forth. 

c. Rupastha: To contemplate on passionless form or images of 

Victorious One (arihant). This will enable an earnest seeker to 

higher levels of spiritual endeavors. 

d. Rupätita: To contemplate on the liberated one (siddha). This 

allows a seeker to perceive a soul in that formless, unfettered state. 
 
4. Pure Meditation (shukla dhyäna): This is a state of deep 

meditation. The mind is in state of infinite purity. Four kinds of 

pure meditation are described in Jaina texts: 

a. Multiple contemplations (prthaktva vitarka vichära): In this 

form, the meditator concentrates on a particular entity continually 

shifting on its various aspects. 

b. Unitary Contemplation (ekatva vitarka vichära):  In this form, 

the meditator concentrates on a single aspect of a particular entity. 

This meditation is as unwavering and steadfast as a flame of a 

lamp in a room through which no wind passes.  

c. Subtle infallible physical activity (sukshamakriyä pratipäti): In 

this type, all the activities of mind, speech and body are stopped. 

Only the subtle activities of body such as respiration and the likes 

persist. This kind of meditation is undertaken by an omniscient a 

few moments before the liberation. And 
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d. Irreversible Motionless state (vyupartakriyä anivritti): In this 

state even the subtle activities of the body are also stopped and are 

immediately followed by final liberation.  

The last two form virtuous and pure meditations contribute directly 

to the soul’s quest for liberation. 
 
50. Appropriate Manträs for Meditation 







Dhyän karnekä yogya mantra 

panatisa sola chhappana chau dugamegam cha javaha jhäeh, 

parmetthi vächayänam annam cha guruvaesena. 49 

panchatrinashat shodasha shat pancha chatväri dwikam ekam cha 

japata dhyäyeta, 

parmeshthivächakänäm anyat cha gurupadeshen. 49 
 
Meaning: 

Chant or contemplate on mantra, composed of 35, 16, 6, 5, 4, 2, 

and 1 letter and other incantations taught by a spiritual preceptor, 

signifying the five supreme beings. 
 
Explanation:  

The mantra composed of 35 letters in which the five supreme 

beings are revered is: 



“namo arihantänam, namo siddhänam, namo äiriyänam, namo 

uvajjhäyänam, namo loe savva sähunan,” and is known as 
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namokär mantra, anädinidhan mantra, mangal mantra, mahä 

mantra and many other names.  

Three ways to recite namokär mantra described in Jaina texts are: 

Purvänupurvi: To recite same way the original mantra is written  



Pashchätänupurvi: To recite backwards: 



Yathätathyänupurvi: By changing the sequence: 





And so on. This way one can create about 18432 combinations to 

recite the mantra. 

The mantra composed of 16 letters is: 


 “arhä siddhä chäryopädhyäya sarvasädhubhyo namah.” 

The mantras composed of 6 letters are:  



Arhant Siddha, Arihant Siddha, Arhant Sisä, Om namah 

Siddhebhyah, om namo siddhänam and so forth. 

The mantra composed of 5 letters is: 


 “ASIÄUSÄ” this represents the first letters of five supreme beings.  

The mantras composed of 4 letters are: 

 
 Arihant, Asisähu and Arhant. 
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The mantras composed of 2 letters are: 


Siddha, Arham and Om. 

The mantras composed of 1 letter are:   


Om, Arham, hrim. 

There are many other mantras which one can recite or chant. 

There are three ways the mantras can be chanted:  

i. Vächanika: Chant in a loud voice.  

ii. Mänsika: Chant silently in the mind, and.  

iii. Upänshu: Chant in a low voice by moving the lips.  

The silent chanting is the best type, low voice chanting is better 

and loud voice mediocre. Try not to do chanting in one way but to 

try in different ways. This way the mind will become more 

focused. 
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Five Supreme Beings 




51. Lord Arihant 







Arhant Parmeshthi kä Swrup 

natthachadughäikammo dansanasuhanänaviriyamaio, 

suhadehattho appä sudho ariho vichintijjo. 50 

nashtachaturaghätikarmä dharshanasukhagyänaviryamayaha, 

shubhadehasthaha  ätmä shudhaha arhan vichintaniyaha. 50 
 
Meaning: 

The one who has completely eliminated the four destructive 

karmas, one who possesses infinite perception, infinite knowledge, 

eternal bliss and infinite energy and one who resides in an 

auspicious body is the pure soul the Arihant is worthy of 

meditation. 
 
Explanation: 

Lord Arihant has 46 attributes in all these are 4 inherent 

(äbhyantara) and 42 acquired or external (bähya) attributes.  
 
Inherent Attributes: The 4 inherent attributes are infinite 

knowledge, infinite perception, eternal bliss and infinite energy. 

These four attributes are manifested due to elimination of four 

destructive (ghätiya) karmas. 
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i. Infinite knowledge is manifested due to destruction of 

Knowledge obscuring karma (jnäna varaniya) 

ii. Infinite Perception due to destruction of Perception obscuring 

(darshana varaniya) karma 

iii. Eternal bliss due to destruction of Deluding karma (mohaniya 

varaniya) karma and. 

iv. Infinite energy due to destruction of Energy Restrictor (virya 

antaräya) karma. 
 
External Attributes: Acquired or external attributes are made up 

of 34 extraordinary powers (atishaya) and 8 majestic symbols 

(prätihärya).  
 
The 34 extraordinary powers are: 

a. 10 from birth: Extremely Beautiful and fragrance body,  lack of 

excreta and urine, lack of perspiration, sweet beneficent speech, 

unmatchable strength, milky blood, 1008 supreme virtues, Perfect 

body shape of the top, middle and bottom parts 

(samchaturasrasansthäna) and the body with adamantine bones, 

joints and nerves (vajrarshabh näräch sahanana). 

b. 10 on acquiring Omniscience: absence of all natural calamities 

and diseases within the area of 100 Yojanas (1 Yojana equals 4 

miles) surrounding him, walking in space (the feet do not touch the 

ground while walking), four heads visible one in each direction, 

absence of hardships (upsarga), absence of morsel (kavalähära), 

mastery on of all types of arts, absence of growth of hair and nails, 

no blinking of the eye lids and absence of shadow of the body. 

c. 14 given by heavenly gods: i. Prakrit language (ardha mägdhi), 

ii. Friendship between all the living beings, iii. Plenty of fruits and 

vegetation in all the four seasons, iv. Areas of 1 Yojana of ground 

clear like a mirror surrounding him, v. Ground devoid of any 

thorns. vi. Mild fragrant wind, vii. Happiness all around, viii. 

Pouring of scented water, ix. While walking feet step on lotuses, x. 

Clear atmosphere all around, xi. The celestial beings hail him and 

play the musical instruments, xii. Virtuous disc (dharma chakra) 

stays in front, xiii. Eight auspicious symbols (ätha mangal) also 

stay in front and xiv. Clear sky.  
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The eight auspicious symbols are: Parasol, flag, mirror, vase, 

whisk, water pot with spout (jhäri), fan, and sapratishtha-sthäpanä 

(thavnä).  

Eight majestic symbols (prätihärya): 

i. Ashoka Vrksha: Where a divine assembly hall is built, a tree 

called Ashoka Vrksha, twelve times larger than the body of Lord 

Arihanta, is created by celestial beings. Lord Arihanta delivers his 

universal sermon sitting under this tree. Over Ashoka Vrksha, there 

is another tree called Chaitya Vrksha. It is under this Chaitya 

Vrksha lord Arihanta acquires perfect knowledge (Kevalajnäna). 

ii. Sinhänsana: A divine golden throne studded with precious 

diamonds 

iii. Chhatra: Divine three-tiered parasol above Tirthankara’s head. 

iv. Bhämandala: Halo behind the head of Tirthankara. 

v. Divya dhvani: The discourse of Lord Arihanta.  

vi. Sur Pushpa vrshti: Shower of fragrant flowers by celestial 

beings. 

vii. Chämara: whisk. 

viii. Devadudumbhi: The celestial beings play the musical 

instruments. 
 
52. Lord Siddha 







Siddha Parmeshthi kä swarup 

natthatthakammadeho loyäloyassa jänao datthä, 

purusäyäro appä siddho jhäeh loyasiharattho. 51 

nashtäshtakarmmadehaha lokälokasya jhäyakaha drashtä, 

purushäkäraha ätmä siddhaha dhyäyeta lokashikharasthaha. 51 
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Meaning: 

Meditate on Siddha who is the perfect soul free from all the eight 

karmas, formless, seer and knower of the Universe and beyond, 

has shape like a human being and rests in the abode called Siddha 

Shilä, on the top of the Universe.  
 
Explanation: 
Siddhas are liberated souls and are absolutely free from the cycles 

of birth and death forever. The liberated souls who have shape like 

human being that is slightly smaller in size than they last occupied 

on the earth, and live in an abode called Siddha-shilä located at the 

top of the universe.  

Lord Siddha has 8 attributes.   (See verse #14 P 29) 

Even though Siddha Shilä has limited space about an area of 

450000 Yojanas, infinite number of Siddhas is able to live there 

because of their ability to be accommodative (avgähana) and as 

they are formless they do not come in each other way, like putting 

hundreds of lighted candle in a room which do not obstruct each 

other’s light. 
  
Comment: 

Siddha is the highest stage of bliss even above the state of Arihanta 

but in the Navakära Mantra, obeisance is offered first to Arihanta 

because they are perfect worldly souls, builders of the ford of 

righteousness, establishers of the four fold order of the Jaina 

religious community and they devote their lives in preaching and 

guiding other living beings to the path of liberation. 
 
53. Leader of Congregation 
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Ächärya Parmeshthi kä swarup 

dansananänapahäne viriyachärittavarataväyäre, 

appam param cha junjai so äyario muni jheo. 52 

darshanagyänapradhäne viryachäritravaratapächäre, 

ätmänam param cha yunaktti saha ächäryaha muni dheyayaha. 52 
 
Meaning: 

Meditate on leader of congregation (ächärya) who practices as 

well as encourages and asks his followers to practice ethical 

behavior pertaining to right faith, right knowledge, right conduct, 

austerities and strength. 
 
Explanation: 

Ächärya is the spiritual head of the monastic congregation 

(monastic order, sangha). Ächärya has following 36 attributes: 
 
A. Practice of five categories of ethical behaviors 

(panchächära): 
 

1. Ethical behavior pertaining to right knowledge 

(jnänächära): To study and teach religious scriptures, to write and 

encourage others to write and publish religious scriptures and, to 

take proper and due care of religious books.  
 
2. Ethical behavior pertaining to right faith 

(darshanächära): To understand the preaching of Jina beyond any 

doubts. Respect and honor Jina and the path of liberation shown by 

Jina. 
 
3. Ethical behavior pertaining to right conduct 

(chariträchära): To observe right conduct, encourage and help 

other monks to do the same. 
 
4. Ethical behavior pertaining to austerities (tapächära): 

To observe austerities and encourage and help others observe 

austerities. There are two types of austerities; external austerities 

(bähya tapa), which are related to voluntary endurance of 

hardships and restrictions of bodily pleasures and internal 
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austerities (abhyantara tapa), which directly affect the karmas and 

help shed them. 

External austerities (bähya tapa) are: Fasting (anashana), partial 

fasting (unodari), limiting number of food items for consumption 

(vrtti-sankshepa), avoiding or limiting consumption of tasty foods 

(rasa-tyäga), voluntary endurance of physical hardships (käyä 

klesha) and controlling and limiting other pleasures 

(pratisanlinata). 

Internal austerities (abhyantara tapa) are: Repentance for mental, 

verbal, and physical wrong deeds (präyashchitta), humility 

(vinaya), selfless service to Sädhu, Sädhvi, and elders 

(vaiavachcha), study of religious scriptures (swädhyäya), 

meditation (dhyäna) and abandonment of material things and 

passions (vyutsarga). 
 

5. Ethical behavior pertaining to mental, verbal, and 

physical abilities or strength (Viryächära): To use mental, 

verbal, and physical abilities properly and constantly engage in 

spiritual activities without a moment of laziness. 
 

B. Practice of Twelve austerities (bärä tapa): 

1.  Six external austerities (bähya tapa) and 

2. Six internal austerities (abhayantar tapa). 
 

C. Ten Supreme virtues (dash Uttama dharma). 
 
D. Six necessary duties (chhaha ävashyaka). 
 
E. The path of three folds self-control (gupti): These include 

refraining from all the harmful activities of thoughts (mano gupti), 

speech (vachana gupti) and body (käyä gupti). 
 
54. Ascetic Preceptor 
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Upädhyäya Parmeshthi kä swarup 

jo rayanattayajutto niccha dhammovesane nirado, 

so uvajhäo appä jadivaravasaho namo tassa. 53 

yaha ratnatrayakttaha nityam dharmmopadeshane nirataha, 

saha upädhyäyaha ätma yativarvrishabhaha namaha tasmei. 53 
 
Meaning: 

I salute the ascetic preceptor (upädhyäya), best among the monks 

endowed with three spiritual jewels and always engaged in 

preaching the religious discourses. 
 
Explanation: 

Ascetic preceptor who is always involved in giving religious 

instructions to the monks under him and to the lay people. He has 

25 attributes: Mastery of 11 Angas (limbs) and 14 Purväs. 
 
Sacred Scriptures: 

The entire Jaina sacred literature is divided into outer corpus called 

upängas consisting of many texts and inner corpus consisting of 

only 12 texts (dvädasängi) called angas or limbs. The angas were 

composed by the heads of monastic groups, immediate disciples of 

Lord Mahavira most likely Indrabhuti Gautama (gandhars) based 

on his teachings. These were handed down from teacher to pupil 

orally until gradually fell into oblivion. Only fractions of them are 

known to day. The outer corpus was compiled by later ächaryäs. 
 
Angas: 

Following are the Angas (Limbs) with brief description of the 

subject matter: 

1. Ächäranga: It includes description of rules of conduct of 

ascetics.  

2. Sutrakritanga: Discussion of Knowledge, religious ceremonies 

etc. 
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3. Sthänänga: Numerical description of scriptural topics. 

4. Samaväyänga: Description of Jaina Universe, all the six 

substances with relation to its substance (dravya), time (käla), 

place (kshetra), modes (paryäya)  etc. 

5. Vyäkhyäprajnäpti: Sixty thousand questions and answers about 

the existence and non existence of the soul. 

6. Jnätridharmakathänga: Collection of narratives and instructive 

stories of Tirthankaras and their chief disciples (gandhars) lives. 

7. Upäsakädhyayanänga: Rules of conduct of householders. 

8. Antakriddashänga: Biographies of group of ten ascetics in 

orders of all the Tirthankaras who attained the liberation 

9. Anuttaraupapädikadashänga: Biographies of group of ten 

ascetics in orders of all the Tirthankaras who attained rebirth in 

highest haven (anuttara). 

10. Prashnavyäkaranänga: Questions and answers about topics 

related to past and future time. 

11. Vipakasutra: Karmic ripening of meritorious (punya) and evil 

(päpa) deeds. 

12. Drstiväda: Most of the twelfth anga is lost long ago with some 

parts which are preserved are retained in five sections named i. 

Parikrama, ii. Sutra, iii. Prathamänuyoga, iv. Chulika, and.  v. 

Purvagata. 

Purvagata (early literature) is divided into 14 sections. These were 

probably composed before the eleven angas. The subjects of the 

texts are not known but are guessed to be different aspects of 

reality to liberation. 
 
55. The Monk 
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Sädhu Parmeshthi kä swarup 

dansananänasamaggam maggam mokkhassa jo hu chäritta, 

sädhayadi nicchasuddha sahu sa muni namo tassa. 54 

darshanagyänasamagram märgam moksasya yaha hi chäritram, 

sädhayati nityashuddham sädhuhu saha munihi namaha tasmei. 54 
 
Meaning: 

I salute the ascetic who from absolute standpoint is perfect in right 

faith and knowledge and always practices faultless right conduct 

instrumental to path of liberation. 
 
Explanation: 

Monks who have taken vows of renunciation (dikshä),  have 28 

attributes; observe strictly five major vows (5), practice five-fold 

vigilance (samiti) (10), keep control on pleasures derived from any 

of the five senses (15), observe six necessary duties, (chha 

ävashyaka; sämäyika, chaturvimashati stava, vandanaka, 

Pratikramana, käyotsarga and pratyäkhyäna) (21), do not take 

bath (22), do not brush teeth (23), rest or sleep on earthen floor, 

rock, wooden floor, bed of dry grass or a plain bed sheet (24), eat 

in standing position (25), eat once a day (26),  pull the hairs by 

own hands (27), remain nude (28). 
 
Comments: 

The nudity is not practiced by the monks of Swetämber sects. They 

wear white cloths. 
 
 
56. Meditation, Meditator and Object to Meditation (Symbols) 
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Dhyeya, dhäyätä aur dhyäna kä swarup 

jam kinchivi chinttanato nirihavitti have jadä sähu, 

laddhunaya eyattam tadähu tam tassa nicchayam jhänam. 55 

yat kinchidapi chintayan nirihavritihi bhavati yadä sadhuha , 

labdhvä  ekatvam tadä sahuha tat tasya nishchayam dhyänam. 55 
 
Meaning: 

An ascetic is said to attain a state of absolute meditation when he 

has achieved a higher state of mental concentration and has 

become void of all the desires.  

The absolute meditation brings a state of deep spirituality with 

inner peace and happiness. 
 
Explanation: 

In order to concentrate on one’s pure soul, one must first practice 

and master meditating upon the qualities of five supreme beings 

(pancha parmeshthi). Upon doing so one should proceed to 

concentrate upon the pure self. 
 
57. Supreme Meditation 
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Param dhyäna kä lakshana 

mä chitthaha mä jampaha mä chintaha kim vi jena hoi thiro, 

appä appammi rao inameva param have jhänam. 56 

mä cheshtata mä jalpata mä chintayata kim api yen bhavati 

sthiraha, 

ätmä ätmani rataha idameva param bhavati dhyänam. 56 
 
Meaning: 

Do not make any gestures (chestä), talk, or think, so that the soul 

can engross and focus in its inner self that is the state of supreme 

meditation. 

Virtuous and the pure meditations are two supreme meditations. 
 
58. Summary 







Dhyän ke upäya 

tavasudavadavam chedä jhänarahadhuranadharo have jamhä, 

tamhä tattiyaniradä talldhdie sadä hoha, 

tapaha shrutavratavän chetä dhyänarathadhuradharaha bhavati 

yasmät, 

tasmät tattritayaniratähä tallabdhyei sadä bhavat. 57 
 
Meaning: 

Because the soul who practices, austerity, knowledge and vows is 

able to control the yoke of chariot of meditation, therefore to attain 

that state of supreme meditation always stay absorbed in these 

three practices. 
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Explanation: 

The person who has acquired right knowledge, observes the vows 

and practices the penances is able to take control of reins of chariot 

of meditation. 

To be successful in achieving the state of supreme meditation, it is 

essential to acquire right knowledge, observe the vows and practice 

the twelve austerities. 
 
59. Request  







Granthakär ki Prärthanä 

davvasangahaminam muninähä dosasanchayachudä sudapuannä, 

sodhayantu tanusuttadharena nemichandamuninä bhaniyam jam. 

58 

dravyasangraha midam muninäthähä doshasanchayachyutähä 

shrutapurnähä, 

shodhayantu tanusutradharena nemichandramuninä bhanitam yat. 5 
 
Meaning: 

Let the eminent seers who are well versed in scriptures and are free 

from the entire fault, correct this text named Dravya Sangraha 

narrated by me Nemichandra Muni, who is less versed in 

knowledge of the scriptures. 

 

 


